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Editor's Column: Prevenient Justice
This issue of New World Outlook is about restorative justice. The term
denotes a form of justice that advocates restitution rather than retribution, being concerned neither with blame and punishment nor with
forgiving and forgetting but with remembering, truth telling, repenting, forgiving, and healing. Restorative justice seeks to change wrongdoers and, insofar as possible, to make wrongs right.
Restorative justice could be understood as only a commendable
after-the-fact attempt to make the best of a bad situation. But the term
is meant to encompass more than the reconciliation of victim and
offender after an offense has taken place. It includes a preventive component, something I'm going to call prevenient justice. Prevenient justice, like God's prevenient grace, is present in advance.
How can we create a society in which justice would come from
just actions before the fact, fair treatment before harm is done, due care
before things-or people-go wrong? Prevenient justice would be like
preventive maintenance on a car. It would involve the exercise of due
care to catch and correct weaknesses before they result in breakdowns
of the social fabric.
The murders committed by armed teenaged boys at Columbine
High School in Littleton, Colorado, like the high-school gun violence
that followed in Georgia, cannot be explained as the action of underprivileged kids who lacked good schools, decent housing, or access to
living-wage jobs. Even so, the young males who erupted into violence
were underprivileged in another way. They suffered from attentiondeficit disorder on the part of the adults around them. The signals
they sent out-the signs they gave that they needed help-were
ignored by everyone: peers, parents, and police. Sufficient attention
was not paid to make prevenient justice possible.
We know that children who are abused often tum into adult
abusers. Yet our justice system repeatedly puts the rights of unfit, abusive parents over the rights of children to a safe and stable home. We
know that assault weapons have only one purpose-to rapidly kill
human beings. Yet the US gun lobby continues to claim: "Guns don't
kill. People do." The truth is that people kill people with guns. Yet lax
laws and negligent adults have put guns even into children's hands.
We know that hate speech, scapegoating, violent videos, and kill-theenemy computer games can incite people to murderous violence in
real life. But we continue to allow the most evil influences in the universe to infect and "educate" our children. Meanwhile, we underpay
and undervalue the real teachers who, more and more, have to play
the parent's role.
In a world of prevenient justice, we'd have to be concerned with
more than getting and spending, staying in style, and raising trophy
children. We'd have to reclaim and proclaim the values of our great
Judeo-Christian heritage-loving and guiding our children, loving
and respecting our neighbors, honoring and rewarding our teachers,
and paying attention not just to our jobs but to one another. 0
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Sometimes it seems
that everywhere in our world- in
our homes, our streets, the halls of
government, and even our religious
institutions- people are continually at one another's throats, each
wanting what another has.
Individually and collectively, we
always seem to want more .. .of
something. We are stressed out; we
are hostile; and too many of us are
armed. Conflict-internal or external, on the surface or just barely
hidden-seems to define our lives.
In our world, both greed and
violence seem ever present.
Sometimes we experience them in
the form of impulses we can still
control. At other times, we recognize violence in the form of a threat,
used by some to seek or to maintain
disproportionate power over others. Or, most terribly, violence can
be a hard, bloody reality. Often coupled with greed, it devastates and
threatens to destroy both the violated and the violator.
To guard against our human
tendencies toward greed and violence, we've established dogmatic
theologies and moral codes. We
have civil and criminal laws, courts,
police, and prisons within nations
as well as treaties and protocols
among nations. Yet, all too often,
many of these established institutions-which the Bible calls principalities and powers-take on some
of the same characteristics as the
evils they were meant to counter.
This is no accident, because our
institutional greed and violence are
no doubt rooted in the same fear,
anxiety, pride, and desire for
revenge that give rise to our personal greed and violence.
In the face of these grim realities, there is hope. A wide-ranging
movement called restorative justice
is seeking to transform the systems
that are in place to deal with interpersonal and intergroup conflict.
Restorative justice is rooted in older
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traditions of conununity justice, in Christian ideals
drawn from the Sermon on the Mount, and in earlier
biblical concepts, such as Jubilee (a year of freedom,
restoration, and forgiveness) and shalom (from Hebrew)
or salaam (from Arabic), meaning peace with justice.
Rooted in right relationships, not vengeance, restorative
justice refocuses our gaze and reshapes the assumptions
that underlie our systems for dealing with conflict.
The theoretical framework of restorative justice has
developed in the United States as an alternative to its
traditional, vengeance-oriented ystem. But the basic
principles of restorative justice also apply to other
interpersonal disputes and to larger conflicts, ranging
from those between labor and management or between
political factions to those between racial or ethnic
groups and between nations.
Questions That Restorative Justice Asks
Here are some questions that restorative justice asks:
Who is the real victim of a crime? Is it the state, as
in our present criminal-justice system? Or is it the person whose body, soul, or property was violated?
What is real accountability? Is it "taking your punishment," or is it taking responsibility for restitutionfor making the situation right, insofar as possible?
Can a people who have been violated and
oppres~ed "forgive and forget"? Or does true healing
and reconciliation require remembering, truth telling,
repenting, and forgiving?
Can we change people by intentionally inflicting
pain upon them? (The words punish and pain are from
the same Greek root, meaning "payment" or "penalty.")
Can we change them by literally "scaring the hell out
of them" (the theory behind deterrence)? Or will they
change if they have reason to hope for a better life?
Why do we kill people who kill people to show
that killing people is wrong?
What socioeconomic conditions help generate crime
and violence in our communities and result in many
offenders being victims as well? How can we transform
our poor communities and erase economic inequality?
Who has the most at stake in determining what it
takes to make things right after a crime has been committed? Should the decision-makers be a group of
lawyers or the victim and the victimizer?
How do we want criminals to change? Do we
want them to be determined not to get caught next time
(the likeliest result of a pwutive approach)? Or do we
want them to develop an internal self-discipline to control their behavior?
Where violations of human rights have been committed by those in power, how can this truth be told
and publicly acknowledged?

Answers That Restorative Justice Gives
Restorative justice encourages dialogue and negotiations between individuals or groups that are in conflict
with one another. It encourages them to deal with one
another directly, not just through proxy professionals,
such as lawyers or diplomats. It promotes a problemsolving approach, not an adversarial one. It is not content with fixing blame and punishing someone but
rather fosters truth telling, repentance, reconciliation,
and healing for all parties in a given situation.
Restorative justice advocates restitution to the victim by the offender rather than retribution by the state
against the offender. Instead of continuing and escalating the cycle of violence, it tries to stop the violence.
Rather than separating legal or criminal justice from the
larger picture of distributive justice-the way in which
wealth, power, and status are proportioned out in society-restorative justice has a more holistic approach. To
determine how the law should be applied most fairly, it
focuses on the needs of the victim, the offender, and the
community, taking social, economic, and political factors into consideration. In learning from the past, it tries
to build a foundation for the future-one which challenges us to examine the root causes of violence and
crime in order that these cycles might be broken.
Examples in the United States
What does restorative justice look like in practice? In
this issue of New World Outlook, you will see examples
of restorative justice-either in action or absent but desperately needed. There are 300 or so Victim-Offender
Reconciliation Programs (VORPs) in communitie
across the United States. In court-referred cases where
crime victims agree, these VORPs use trained volunteer
mediators to facilitate face-to-face dialogue between
victims and victimizers. The offender must take
responsibility for the offense. Both parties ask questions of one another, express their feelings to each other,
and struggle together, with the mediators' help, to
come to an agreement on a fair resolution. It may
involve direct financial restitution, community service,
drug or alcohol treatment, or many other options. The
final agreement is reported to the court and may
become all or part of the sentence or the conditions for
probation. Compliance with the agreement i m011itored by the VORP staff or the court.
Restorative ju tice comes into play locally when
decisions are made affecting offenders, victims, and th
community. It encompa ses prison mini try, ministry
with crime victims, ministry with the farnilie of both
victims and offenders, and ministry with tho e who
work within the criminal-justice system. It offer upport and accountability, comforting the afflicted and
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afflicting the comfortable. It attempt to be, in Jesus'
words, both "wise a a serpent and innocent as a dove."
International Examples
What doe restora ti ve justice look like when the victimizer i the state and the victims are church leaders,

Page 4: A member of the feared Kaibil counterinsurgency squad of
Guatemala's army. Top: Georgian and Abkhazian youth at the
Bronx Zoo, part of a Peace Camp experience. Above: Cynthia
Ngweyu (left) and Eun ice Miya give testimony before South
Africa's Truth and Reconciliation Commission. Both lost sons in
police shootings.
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union leaders and members, teachers and professors,
students, and the leaders or members of indigenous
groups? Across the globe, dictatorial and totalitarian
governments are slowly being replaced by more participatory ones. In the midst of these transitions, religious
leaders, victims and survivors, and huma.1-rights
activists are asking serious questions about the past in
an effort to avoid false reconciliation and to realize true
restorative justice. They firmly believe that the first step
toward restorative justice is taken when governments
tell the truth about past atrocities carried out by the
state. As Lucia Ann McSpadden has written about
peacemaking worldwide, perpetrators must "admit
their sin and ask for pardon and ...provide the evidence
for appropriate prosecution within judicial processes."
During the past 25 years, there have been more
than 20 truth commissions around the world. Perhaps
the best known example of restorative justice on the
national level is South Africa' s Truth and Reconciliation
Commission (TRC), which Peter Storey discusses in
this issue. As Storey has said: "Without memory, there
is no healing. Without forgiveness, there is no future ."
However, even South Africa's TRC has received some
criticism . Some critics have noted that there was a lack
of direct victim-offender encounter during the life of
the TRC and that very little restitution was carried out
by the offenders.
The designers of the TRC in South Africa first studied the truth commissions that preceded it in Latin
America, including those in Brazil, Argentina, Chile,
and El Salvador. They learned that many of these truth
commissions had not been successful in getting the
cooperation of the perpetrators of crimes. In Chile, for
example, the TRC (also known as the Rettig
Commission) had no judicial powers. It could neither
establish culpability nor impose penalties. Many of the
crimes carried out by the Pinochet regime, including
torture and exile, were not mentioned in the "official
history of the repression" that the Rettig Commission
was to write. There was no repentance by the perpetrators of the crimes because they did not feel remorse,
believing that their actions had military justification.
(See Tomas Moulian in NACLA, Sept.-Oct 1998, 17-19.)
Nevertheless, the Rettig Report printed the names of
those who had been killed or "disappeared" during the
Pinochet dictatorship. Many in Chile believe this was
extremely significant in proving to the skeptics that
such atrocities had taken place.
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Unresolved Conflicts
What role can restorative justice play in a long-standing
conflict that has not yet been resolved? Examples occur
when the victim and the victimizer are not on equal
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ground, as in cases of domestic violence or as in some
long-standing political conflicts. Specifically, what role
can restorative justice play in the case of Palestine and
Israel? There, the Oslo Peace Process has brought only
more terror, poverty, human-rights violations, oppression, and hopelessness to Palestinians in the occupied
territories of the West Bank and Gaza Strip.
Zoughbi Zoughbi is a Palestinian Christian who
founded Wi'am Palestinian Conflict Resolution Center
in Bethlehem in 1995. This center helps resolve disputes
within the Palestinian community by complementing
the traditional Arab form of mediation, called sulha,
with Western models of conflict resolution. Zoughbi
says that those committed to restorative justice must be
committed to "minimizing the gap between the victim
and the oppressor." In the context of Palestine and Israel,
he says, this means supporting projects aimed at
empowering the Palestinian community and helping the
Israelis extricate themselves from the role of occupier.
The Role of Religion
What role can Christian churches and other religious
communities play in the reconciliatory process of

restoring memory, truth telling, repenting, and forgiving? Religious communities have both an opportunity
and a responsibility to provide the spiritual leadership
required of restorative justice. This is not easy, for, as
Lucia Ann McSpadden has observed, "the church is
enmeshed in the very same problematic social structure
that it is being called upon to criticize and change if
reconciliation is to come about."
Recovering memory and telling the truth can be
life-threatening. In Guatemala, Bishop Juan Gerardihead of the Catholic Church's Project to Recover
Historical Memory, which documents the facts of
Guatemala's genocide-was brutally murdered outside his home two days after publicly presenting the
final report in April 1998.
The ainful history of the genocide in Rwanda is
another case in point. The Rev. Ngoy Daniel MulundaNyanga is a United Methodist elder who has played a
critical role in providing leadership in conflict resolution and restorative justice in Africa through the All
Africa Conference of Churches in Nairobi, Kenya. In
his book, The Reconstruction of Africa: Faith and Freedom
for a Conflicted Continent, he writes the following: "It is
important to understand that the churches in Rwanda
face a very troubling situation because they and the
government are all survivors of the genocide. They
share the same history and traumatizing experience. In
Rwanda, the situation is particularly devastating
because almost every Rwandan lost at least one relative
in the war, in the exodus of the refugees, or in the tragic genocide. To talk about reconciliation in the face of
such suffering requires utmost faith in God. To embark
on the ministry of peacemaking and conflict resolution
is to respond to the call to carry the cross of Jesus and
to follow him."
This issue of New World Outlook offers us an opportunity to reflect upon paradigms for restorative justice:
restoring memory, truth telling, repenting, forgiving,
and healing. Thinking about restorative justice is an
occasion to reflect again upon Jesus' challenge to the
community when he lifted up the two and greatest
commandments: "You shall love the Lord your God
with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all
your mind ...You shall love your neighbor as yourself"
(Matthew 22: 36-40). 0

Peggy Hutchison is assistant general secretary for Global
Networks and Ecumenical Relations in the Mission Contexts
and Relationships (MCR ) program area of the General Board
of Global Ministries. Harmon Wray is execu tive director for
Restorative Justice Ministries, a General Conference mandate of The United Methodist Church.
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done away with as an enemy of the Jubilee tradition of proclaiming building and operating budge
state and the religious institutions.
release to the captives and liberty to should be diverted to public edu
tion, drug and alcohol treatrnen
Shortly thereafter, Jesus again the oppressed (Luke 4:18-19).
and education, affordable housing,
turned the tables on the powerful
In all these examples, Jesus was
class of his time and place when he challenging what Paul calls the early intervention with strugg ·
made the distinction between that "principalities and powers" domi- families and at-risk children, an
which is Caesar's (the state's) and nant in his religious, political, and living-wage job development.
that which is God's. Earlier, as legal culture. He was taking on the Adequate funding for such p
recounted in the Gospel of John, system, as he did in numerous grams would greatly reduce th
Jesus had turned the tables on those other ways throughout his life. He factors that contribute to crime
who would have him give his bless- was engaging in prophetic politics, Poor and remote counties shoul
ing to the legal execution of a embodying the linkage between refuse to let state and federal gov·
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reframed the question from "Does And he was redefining the terms of persuade them that prison co
she deserve to be killed?" to "Which what we mean by "criminal justice." struction somehow is cornrnuni
of you deserves to kill her?"
economic development. Prisons
damaging to the spirit and gradualy
While he was being executed, Criminal-Justice Trends
Jesus asked God to forgive his exe- In this issue, New World Outlook is destroy community.
cutioners and promised the repen- looking at the concept of restorative
From a restorative-justice per..
tant thief beside him that they justice. It may help to use this per- spective, the victims' rights mov
would be together in paradise, spective to zero in on current trends ment is a good thing since it insists
regardless of what Caesar and in the criminal-justice system of the on fair and respectful treatment of
Pilate were doing to them both. United States. In the spirit of Jesus'
crime victims by the agents of
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fails to go far enough, sometimes
running the risk of being so
revenge-oriented that it does not
consider the option of victimoffender engagement. Thus it loses
the possibility for the kind of restitution and healing that can come
from this sort of encounter. A group
called Murder Victims' Families for
Reconciliation is an example of
what can happen when victims'
family members focus more on
healing than on retribution.
Examples of policing policies
that are consistent with restorativejustice values are block-by-block
community policing, in which officers walk the streets and develop
relationships with ordinary folks in
the neighborhood, and increasing
racial and ethnic diversity within
police forces, so that police officers
can better reflect the makeup of
the neighborhoods they serve.
Non-restorative law-enforcement
practices include zero-tolerance,
stop-and-frisk, and racial profiling.
Civilian review boards that truly
reflect the community and have
e
sufficient power to adjudicate disc
putes between police and citizens
are basically restorative. They
would go a long way toward reducing police brutality and fostering
better police-community relations.
For-profit prison privatization
is rapidly growing in the United
States and elsewhere. Because of its
built-in incentive to lock up more
prisoners, keep them longer, and
reduce rehabilitation programs to
save money, this trend is antirestorative. Criminal-justice policy
will be increasingly driven by the
profit motive and political conflicts
of interest if the privatization trend
continues. The sense of community
and accountability in our society
will be reduced as well.
The current, ongoing erosion of
our distinctive juvenile-justice
system is fraught with peril for our
society. Using an adversarial, adult-

court system to try more and more
children-and using adult prisons
to incarcerate them-is likely to
ensure that more of them will
become habitual and violent adult
criminals. A juvenile-court system
with a variety of mid-range sanctions-one not so dependent on
either incarceration or a slap-on-thewrist probation-would be more
humane, restorative, and effective.
The use of mandatory minimum sentences for certain crimes
and the use of rigid sentencing
guidelines is largely responsible for
the rapid increase in incarceration,
especially of low-level drug offenders. Laws with huge discrepancies
in punishment for different kinds of
drugs, coupled with racial discrimination in law enforcement, are
responsible for much of the disproportionate confinement of people of
color in both juvenile and adult
prison systems. The US war on
drugs actually amounts to a war on
the poor, especially on young Black

and Latino inner-city residents,
even though these Black and Latino
groups are statistically no more
likely than middle-class Whites to
use illegal drugs.
Shifting to a harm-reduction or
damage-control model makes more
sense as a strategy to address drug
abuse and the crime associated
with it. The focus would be less on
punishment and more on treatment
and education. Decriminalization
and tight regulation of adult drug
use should be considered.
Finally, we should focus more
on asking: Why are so many people
in our society-of all classes, races,
and ages-so miserable that they
feel compelled to alter their reality
by using substances that are so dangerous to their physical, emotional,
mental, and spiritual well-being? If
we could answer that question, we
would know what to do, and it
would involve something much
different from just say no or lock-emup-and-throw-away-the-key.

Opposite, p. 8: A prisoner leans with his hands through the prison bars at Green Haven
Correctional Facility in Beekman, NY Above: Jn Jamestown, Colorado, juvenile offenders
can participate in the Wilderness Workcamp as an alternative to jail.
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Controversial Issues
Since lethal violence has increased
as a result of ever more powerful
high-tech weapons, tightening up
on the easy accessibility of guns
and ammunition must be high on
our national agenda. Federal control is necessary, since different
state laws make it easy to buy guns
in states with weak controls and to
transport them across state lines.
Given the number of weapons
already dispersed throughout the
population, it probably makes more
sense to focus on sharply limiting
the manufacture, import, and sale
of ammunition.
Like gun control, the death
penalty is a highly emotional and
controversial issue. There are many
reasons for being against state
killing-its inherent racism and
classism, the executions of innocent
p ersons, the high financial cost
(several times greater than life in
prison), and the harm it does to the
grieving and healing process for
murder victims' and prisoners'

'

.

.

'

.

families. But for those who would
follow Jesus-a victim of both
crime and capital punishmentthere need be only one reason: that
we cannot honestly imagine Jesus
participating in an execution.
Another controversial issue is
hate crimes. Many who are properly outraged by crimes that are motivated by hatred for a person's race,
religion, ethnicity, sexual orientation, or the like assume that such
crimes will be deterred if the level
of punishment is increased. While
such moral outrage is understandable and should be encouraged, it is
unreasonable to believe that a
would-be hate criminal who is
undeterred by a possible 30-year
prison sentence would be deterred
by an even longer sentence or that
shifting from a life sentence to the
death penalty would increase the
deterrence factor. Many such
offenders are so full of revenge or
the desire for notoriety and fame
that no punishment would make
them tum back.

The traditional chain gang - a prisoner is shackled in Limestone County, Alabama.
Impact Visuals/Donna 8111der
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Second, hate-crime legislation
operates within the retributivejustice paradigm, which holds that
the way we attribute value to a victim is by intentionally inflicting
great pain upon a perpetrator. A
restorative~justice scenario suggests
that we give greater value to the
victims' lives by inviting them or
their survivors to hold their violators accountable and to participate
in struggling to determine what
kind of restitution (not retribution)
is appropriate. Such an approach is
likely to be more healing for both
victims and offenders.
It has been difficult for
restorative-justice movement
grapple with the issues of domes
violence and sexual abuse. 1i
many Christian pastors and prea
ers, usually men, have encourag
vulnerable victims of domestic vi
lence and sexual abuse, usua
women, to forgive their abuse
prematurely. Similarly, too many
naive advocates of restorative j
tice assume that any case can
resolved through victim-offender
mediation. Cases of domestic vi~
Jenee and sexual abuse, howev~
are notoriously resistant to successful mediation because of complex
interpersonal dynamics under the
surface and the vast power differential typically at work in these
relationships. Usually long-term
treatment and ongoing education
of abusers-and sometimes treatment of the victims-is necessary if
the behavior is ever to change.
Restorative Ministries
How can involvement in restorativ
justice ministries help transform
criminal-justice system into
restorative-justice system? F
many, the first step is to dona
money to a prison ministry, vi ·
ministry, or criminal-justice-relat
cause. For others, the first step m
be praying for the crime vi ·
the prisoners, or their famili

tor.
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'Juvenile offenders may be sentenced to the Wilderness Workcamp in Ca/wood, Colorado, as
• lllternative to incarceration.

Sometimes, a second step may be
providing some kind of service to a
aime victim, a prisoner, or the famly of a victim or prisoner. Such
ministries of financial stewardship,
intercessory prayer, and direct

service can lead to more deeply
engaged restorative-justice work.
When support, prayer, or service
leads to the development of an
ongoing, mutual relationship with
someone affected by the justice

system, then a decisive step has
been taken. Abstractions, such as
crime, incarceration, and the death
penalty become concrete when we
are talking about my friend the
crime victim, the bereaved spouse
or parent, the prisoner, or the deathrow resident. At this point, I may
become a personal advocate as an
outgrowth of my friendship with
one who has no voice.
Sometimes, when I converse
with colleagues in criminal-justice
ministry, we begin to discover patterns and similarities. For example,
if several folks in a local church are
visiting individuals in the county
jail and they discover that as many
as four or five prisoners have trouble communicating with their
lawyers, this problem becomes an
issue. If we have the courage and
the commitment, we may now
begin to work together as issue
advocates, taking collective action.
In this particular case, it is time to
go together to see the public
defender or the president of the
county bar association.
Some systematic changes in the
direction of restorative justice for
victims, offenders, and the community are possible through this kind
of sustained issue advocacy. But the
deepest and most transformative
changes can only be achieved when
we cross over yet another line and
move from being advocates to
being allies, working together for
greater fairness, justice, and reconciliation in the criminal-justice system for victims, offenders, and the
larger community. This represents a
move from ministry to or for others
to ministry with others. This is a
move from charity to a kind of justice that incorporates love into
itself: restorative justice. 0

Harmon Wray is executive director of
Restorative Justice Ministries for The
United Methodist Church.
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Restorative Justice Ministries:
THE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
by Peggy Hutchison
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Our Methodist heritage is rich with examples of ministries carried out in jails and prisons. As far back as
1778, the Methodist Conference adopted action making
it the duty of every Methodist preacher to minister to
those who were incarcerated. United Methodists reaffumed and expanded the mandate for prison ministry
and reform in the 1984, 1988, and 1992 General
Conferences. Concerned about crime, violence, and
injustice in US society and across the globe, United
Methodists were called to a deeper engagement in
restorative-justice ministries in 1996.
In response to the 1996 General Conference mandate on Prison Ministry /Prison Reform, The United
Methodist Church established a Restorative Justice
Ministries Inter-Agency Task Force and assigned this
unfunded mandate to the General Board of Global
Ministries (GBGM). The GBGM provides staffing,
office infrastructure, and major funding for this initiative. The initiative is governed and administered by the
Inter-Agency Task Force, chaired by Bishop Robert
Morgan and including members from the Council of
Bishops, the General Board of Church and Society, the
General Board of Discipleship, the General Board of
Higher Education and Ministry, the General Board of
Global Ministries, and the General Council on
Ministries. This task force provides resources, training,
coordination, and networking services to United
Methodist congregations and their communities, to districts, and to annual conferences.
Office for Restorative Justice Ministries
In January, 1999, the General Board of Global Ministries
hired a full-time executive director for Restorative
Justice Ministries, Harmon Wray. He now coordinates
the work of the Inter-Agency Task Force. Formerly
coordinator for Ministries with the Poor and
Marginalized in the Tennessee Annual Conference,
Wray has more than 25 years of experience working on
issues related to criminal justice and restorative justice.
The office for Restorative Justice Ministries is located at

Scarritt Bennett Center, 1008 19th Avenue South,
Nashville, Tennessee; telephone: 615-329-2279; e-mail:
hwray@gbgm-umc.org

ouH
~

Training Events
The Inter-Agency Task Force on Restorative Justice
Ministries is planning five annual conference training
events in the United States in 1999 and 2000.

August 12· 14, 1999
September 9· 11, 1999
September 16· 18, 1999
September 23·25, 1999
January 13· 15, 2000

Los Angeles, California
Nashville, Tennessee
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Minneapolis/ St.Paul, Minnesota
New York, New York

The theme of these events will be "Seeking Justice: The
Emerging Role of the Church in Doing Justice in Our
Communities." The events will include worship, community building, study of biblical foundations and
Wesleyan tradition, workshops, networking, and a
global example of restorative-justice ministry. A
Restorative Justice Ministries Workbook is in production.
Conflict Resolution
The theoretical framework of restorative justice is being
applied to many global contexts where mounting tensions, major civil conflicts, increased violence, and
genocide have erupted. The GBGM is providing leadership to the Restorative Justice Ministries InterAgency Task Force by identifying partners with whom
we are working who are engaged in conflict-resolution
projects, restorative-justice ministries, and reconstruction programs. These global contexts include South
Africa, East Africa, Northern Ireland, Palestine, Israel,
Guatemala, the Philippines, and the United States. We
hope that these projects will serve as models for preparing church leaders and faith communities to provide
both the spiritual leadership and the concrete skills
required for doing ministries of restorative justice. 0

Peggy Hutchison is assistant general secretary for Global Networks and Ecumenical Relations in the M ission Contexts and
Relationships program area of the General Board of Global Ministries.
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MISSION MEMO
Teaching Global Justice
The first group of seven Global Justice Volunteers left in
May for an 8-week mission experience. Two traveled to
Sao Bernardo do Campo, Brazil, to work with the Street
Children's Project, and five went to the Philippines.
The Global Justice Volunteer program is open to college-aged young adults. For more information, contact
Bud Heckman in the Mission Volunteers office:
bheckman@gbgm-umc.org or call 212-870-3825.
Repression in East Timor
According to Catholic Bishop Carlos Belo, the 1996
Nobel Peace Prize laureate, conditions for a free and
fair election on the issue of independence for his native
East Timer do not exist. While the Indonesian government has agreed to hold an election on Au gust 8 to
determine East Timer's political status, the Indonesian
military and its affiliates appear to be attempting to
eliminate, intimidate, and disperse as m any pro-independence activists as possible before the vote. The
Humanitarian Project on East Timer reports that about
500 young people were killed by the militias between
February and May in one area alone and that there are
up to 35,000 internally displaced people. UN agreements signed in New York on May 5 allowed for a UN
police force and observers in East Timor. The
Humanitarian Project urges people to contact legislators to press for larger numbers of UN observers, a
greatly expanded presence for the Internation al
Committee of the Red Cross, and diplom atic pressure
on Indonesian authorities to disarm and d isband the
militias working out of West Timer.
UMCOR Aids Kosovars
UMCOR's ecumenical partner ACT (Action by
Churches Together) is working with NATO to build
' camps for Kosovo refugees in Albania and to provide
' food for them and their host families. UMCOR is also
working with Bishop Heinrich Bolleter and the United
Methodist Church in Macedonia, as well as with
CitiHope International, to provide medicine, health
care, and food to refugees in Maced onia. In Bosnia,
UMCOR is working with other agencies to meet the
needs of 75,000 refugees from diverse ethnic backgrounds. United Methodists in Central Europe are
developing a healing center for women and children
who have been abused and victimized d uring their
forced flight from Kosovo to Macedonia. And in
Armenia, UMCOR has distributed $2.2 million in airlifted medicine and m edical supplies.
1

To aid Kosovo refugee ministries, give to UMCOR's
International Disaster Response, Advance #982450-8.
ACP and RCC Place New World Outlook in Top Two
On April 20-for the second time in three years-New
World Outlook was honored by the Associated Church
Press (ACP) as one of the two best Denominational
General Intere t Magazines in the United States and
Canada. "This is clearly the best designed and most
thoughtfully constructed magazine in this category,"
wrote one judge. "Range and variety in the content is
also solid." Another judge praised the magazine's
"very good u se of color, excellent p age balance
througho t, and writing tha t is very good and very
friend ly." In addition to its Best in Class plaque, New
World Outlook won Certificates of Honorable Mention
for Magazine Ph otography (Dr. J. S. Murth y,
"Empowering the Young Women of India") and for its
Mission Statement-the judge observing that "this
magazine covers its 'beat'-Christian mission and its
contexts-much more thoroughly than any general
publication could." Earlier, on March 23, New World
Outlook was one of only two national magazines to win
a DeRose-Hinkhouse Award from the Religion
Communicators CowKil (RCC). The judge who gave
the Award of Merit praised our "attractive covers,
excellent contents page, wonderful use of four-color
photography, strong graphics, and good writing."
Congratulations to our staff and contributors.
DEATHS Linwood E. Blackbum, retired mi ionary
with 13 years of service in Angola and Zaire, died
March 10, 1998 ... Johnsie Mae Blackbum, retired missionary with 13 years of service in Angola and Zaire
died July 2, 1998 ... Stanley Egli, retired home mi sionary having 15 years of service with the EUB Church,
died September 12, 1998 ...Everett E. Lefforge, retired
missionary with 5 years of service in Sierra Leone, d ied
December 18, 1998 ...Eunice W . Duncan, retired missionary with 12 years of service in the Philippines, died
February 12, 1999 ... Luella M. Dunn, retired mis ionary
with 3 years of service in Bolivia, died April 1,
1999 ...Cecilia Sheppard, retired deacone with 32
years of service in the United States, died April 4,
1999 ...G ertrude Acton, retired missionary with 25
years of service in Pakistan, died April 14,
1999 ... Marvin A. Keislar, retired mi ionary wi th 37
years of service in Pakistan, died
pril 23,
1999 ... Marth a Almon, retired deaconess with 38 y<.'ars
of service in the United States, died April 26, 1999. 0
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and a banner proclaiming "Healing
Through Truth," the multiracial
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further than any similar exercise in
history. Furthermore, the TRC's
hearings seem to reach beyond the
limitations of secular law, exploring
new potentials for forgiveness and
national reconciliation. Nowhere
else has secular legislation produced such an unsecular and

commonly acknowledged history
and that this required honestly facing and dealing with the brutal
oppression of the apartheid years.
The temptation for the privileged class in South Africa was to
believe De Klerk's claim that
apartheid w as a well-intentioned

tween victory and compromise.
Apartheid may have been defeated,
but its minions still dominated the
police, army, and civil service.
Success in the constitutional negotiations depended to a large degree
on making a deal with the previous
regime. Nu remberg-type trials

Truth and Reconciliation in South Africa by Peter Storey
almost scriptural understanding of
what it takes to heal a nation.
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The Truth Commission's Birth
The birth of the TRC was something of a miracle. By 1990, when
then South African President F. W.
de Klerk announced negotiations
with Nelson Mandela and the
African National Congress (ANC),
small groups of South Africansnongovernrnental organizations,
religious leaders, and human-rights
lawyers-had already begun to
address the problem of the nation's
past. They said there could be no
new, united South Africa without a

policy that had failed rather than an
intrinsically evil program that had
succeeded only too tragically. The
majority of Whites refu sed to
acknowledge the systemic nature of
the torture, maiming, and assassinations to which individuals had
been subjected for more than 30
years by the secret police. In the
words of Archbishop Desmond
Tutu: "It's very difficult to wake
up someone who is pretending to
be asleep."
A further complication was
that the political agreement hammered out at the constitutional talks
had to be a delicate balance be-

were not an option if the country
was to reach democratic elections
without a coup or chaos.
Any su ccessful attempt to
address the past would need to
both acknowledge the suffering of
ap artheid's victims and lead to
national reconciliation. It had to
steer a delicate cou rse between
those who cried "prosecute and
punish" and those who demanded
"forgive and forget." Negotiators
created a process that evokes biblical reconciliation, a process that
proceeds according to this rubric:
" It is necessary to both remember
and judge-and forgive."
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Selecting the truth commissioners was a challenge. They had to be
people of proven integrity and
capable of impartiality, wi th a track
record of commitment to human
rights and the inn er strength to
cope with the emotional strain of
the job. A balance of race, gender,
region, and vocational or professional background was also crucial.
Some 600 nomination s were
received from the public. A short
list of 25 was laid before President
Nelson Mandela, who consulted
his bip artisan cabinet and made the
final cut of 18. H e appointed
Archbishop Tutu as chair.
Unique TRC Features
The TRC has a number of unique
fea tures. First, it gives priority to
victims rather than perpetrators.
The Gross Human Rights Violations Committee hears the stories of
victims across the land . Father
Michael Lapsley, half-blinded and
maimed by a security police parcel
bomb, says that this committee
must ensure that people's suffering
is "heard, recognized, and reverenced by the nation."
Scores of hearings have been
held in city halls and rural community centers. The commission honors the victims by going to them
rather than calling them to a central

venue. Victims have been empowered by Khu lumani ("speak-out" )
groups of fellow victims and have
been assisted by hundreds of
volunteer statement-takers.
A second unique factor in the
work of the TRC is that victims of
all sides of the struggle participate.
The TRC d esign ers were d etermined that history wo uld not be
sanitized by the victorious side, and
so those who suffered at the hands
of the liberation forces are also
invited to sh are their experiences.
A story of secret police torture may
be followed by a White farmer 's
story of how his wife and children
were killed by an ANC landmine or
by an account of abuses and torture
in one of the liberation movement's
training camps. These stories send
the important message that a
morally justified struggle does not
justify indiscriminate killing and
deliberate brutality.
The Amnesty Committee, consisting of Supreme Court judges
and lawyers, hears pleas for
amnesty. The requirements for
amnesty are clear. Only individuals-not groups-may apply. There
must be full disclosure. The abuses
must have been perpetrated to further a political aim. And the principle of "proportionality" must
apply. If, for instance, a group of

Anglican Archbishop Desmond Tutu , chair of the Truth and Reconciliation Comm ission, at
the hearings in Cape Town, South Africa.
Impact Visuals/Rodger Bosch

young activists was assassinated by
the security police, was it for
merely distributing antigovernment pamphlets or for organizing
armed resistance? The first case
would fail the test of proportionality;
the second case might not.
If amnesty is granted, the slate
is wiped clean. If not, then disclosures before the commission are not
to be used in any subsequent court
prosecution. Evidence would have
to be independently sought by the
attorney general. If the perpetrators
didn' t come forward by the cut-off
date in May 1997, they would live
the rest of their lives in fear of being
hunted down or fingered by the
evidence of a former colleague. As
the May 1997 deadline loomed,
8000 applications flooded in.
A further unique feature of
both the Gross Human Rights
Violations Committee and the
Amnesty Committee is that all their
hearings are public. This means
that perpetrators have to face the
individiuals they tortured or the
families of those they killed.
Knowing the Truth
A third committee-on Reparations
and Rehabilitation-has received
less publicity. South Africa's battered economy cannot afford large
cash payouts to victims. Other
methods of reparation must be
fa shioned. Thus far, victims'
requests have been remarkably
modest. Most of all, the bereaved
want the return and proper burial
of their relatives' remains, or a
memorial in their village, or a small
scholarship for orphaned children.
All agree that the most important
thing is to know the truth.
Only time will determine the
effectiveness of the TRC process. Its
stated aims are to produce a record
of the violations of the past and
make recommendations to prevent
them from ever happening again; to
acknowledge the suffering of the
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:>ein victim and assist in their rehabilitation; to offer amnesty to past perI the
e. As petrators; and to facilitate healing
med, and reconciliation for the nation.
Certainly, South Africans are
coming
nearer to a common view of
'l' of
ghts the recent past. When the emotionthe al victims' hearings began, angry
their denial was the order of the day. But
the cumulative effect of hundreds
eans
of accot.Ults of horror and human
! the
the pain has changed this mood. The
heer volume of similar experiences
from every comer of the cow1try,
rather than accuracy of detail, has
ions proved the veracity of the stories.
What has emerged is a horrific picture of deliberate state terrorism.
Victims do seem to have been
~er helped by telling their stories.
be Many have said that they now feel
able to move forward with their
IJJ15'
lives. Most important has been the
1bly
ved "reverencing" of their suffering.
trial "Today," said an old Black man,
"the nation cried my tears with me."
If a

nail Amnesty, Not Impunity
ren.

The issue of amnesty ha been more

tan! controversial. Some victims' fami-

the lies challenged (unsuccessfully)
these provisions in South Africa's

. Its
ord highest court. The new con titution
md guarantee due proce and ju tice
for all . Amnesty, they say, denie
ent
them that justice. Nevertheless, dis~ to
tasteful as it may be to envi age

the

these brutal state assassins at liberty, mo t victims seem determined
not to become obsessed by their
previous tormentors. People are
coming to see that even with
amnesty, their tormentors are
judged-that there is a difference
between impunity, implying escape
from accountability, and amnesty,
which carries profound inward and
social consequences.
Some have decried the absence
of repentance in many amnesty
applications. Apart from the fact
that this is a further damning judgment on the distorted morality of
these perpetrators, the legislation
doesn't require repentance, only the
truth. If it did, it would devalue
those moments when apparently
genuine repentance is volunteered.
In one case, a police officer who
masterminded the butchering of a
number of families in an attack on a
rural village faced his victim : "I
can never undo what I have done,"
he said. "I have no right to ask your
forgivene s, but I ask that you will
allow me to spend my life helping
you to rebuild your village and put
your lives together." In such
moments, anger at the wvepentant
i super eded by a glimpse of
something more. Out of the horror
of the pa t, the TRC makes space
for grace, and the potential for newne sin South Africa shines through.

A Deeper Healing
This potentiality is undoubtedly
aided by the person who is chair,
De mond Tutu. He has wept with
the victims and marked every
moment of repentance and forgivene
with awe. Where a jurist
would have been logical, he has not
hesitated to be theological. He has
sen ed when to lead audience
members in a hymn to help a victim
recover composure and when to
call them all to prayer. While some
secularists have criticized the Godlanguage he has used, Tutu knows
that the nation is seeking a deeper
healing than mere law can provide.
Rather than denying justice, the
TRC process may be exploring justice in a larger, more magnanimous
form-what Charles Villa-Vicencio
calls restorative justice as opposed to
retributive justice. Perhap this
unique exercise points beyond conventional retribution into a realm
where justice and mercy coalesce. It
is an area more consi tent with
Calvary than the courtroom. It is
the place where the guilty di cover
the pain of forgiveness because the
innocent are willing to bear the
greater pain of forgiving.
Perhaps other n ations with
wounded histories may find in
South Africa a model for hope. A
the international community comes
to recognize that there i no peace
without confronting the hurts of
history and without the healing of
national and ethnic memorie , one
nation' attempt to do so may
inspire ways in which God could
bring newness in these lands too. 0

Peter Storey is past president of the
Methodist Church of South Africa and
of the South African Council of
Churches. He was a member of the
selection committee for the Truth a11d
Reconciliation Com 111 i sion.
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ince its 36-year civil war ended in December 1996,
peace has proved difficult for Guatemala.
Although political violence has dropped dramaticaUy, an increase in common crime-everything from
kidnaping to murder-has made life difficult for the 11
million Guatemalans. Today's violence is a symbol of
how greatly the structure and values of Guatemalan
communities were ripped asunder during four decades
of war. Reweaving that social fabric will take years of
effort by churches and other organizations working to
transform a militarized culture.
Several factors explain the rise in postwar violence.
Many of today's criminals were yesterday's soldiers.
When politicians negotiated an end to the conflict,
generals who had gotten rich off the war turned their
skills to other lucrative rackets, such as drug trafficking, money laundering, and car-theft rings. Many of the
poor who fought the war were abandoned. They
resorted to what the military had trained them to do.
"I am part of the generation born during the conflict," says 34-year-old Ronalth Ochaeta, director of the
Human Rights Office of the Catholic Archdiocese of
Guatemala City. "I've grown up in a culture of polarization where reaching consensus is difficult and where
distrust dominates human relationships."
Distrust, frustration, and other factors have led to
an increase in lynchings in the last few years. The
United Nations Verification Mission in Guatemala
reported in March that, during the last nine months of
1998, 47 lynchings took place throughout the country,
leaving 37 people dead and an undetermined number
injured. In many cases, criminals were captured in the
act and citizens who distrusted the justice system took
punishment into their own hands. Yet the vigilantes
often make mistakes, as when three men stopped to
change a flat tire near San Cristobal Ixchiguan on
March 17, 1998. A local mob mistook the three for
thieves who had held up a beer truck earlier in the day,
doused them with gasoline, and burned them to death.
A Catholic nun at a denwnstration in Guatemala City holds the
photo of a priest killed by government death squads.
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Dysfunctional Justice
The lynchings are symptomatic of a dysfunctional judicial system of corrupt judges, frightened prosecutors,
and backlogged dockets. Almost three-quarters of the
prisoners crowded into Guatemala's jails have yet to be
tried for a crime. With few exceptions, powerful people
who commit crimes-including military officials
responsible for massacres-are never p rosecu ted .
"Throughout our history the justice system has been an
instrument at the service of the rich and the government," says David Valle, a legal activist w ith the
Mennonite Church. "Any problem can be resolved
with money. Delinquents go free if they pay enough.
All this has contributed to popular frustration with the
justice system, which is the Achilles' heel of democracy
in Guatemala."
Matt Creelman-an analyst with Inforpress, a
Guatemala-based regional news service-says that
lynchings "are more spontaneous and organic than the
formal justice system. They're an alternative justice system, and they work in that they make criminals afraid.
This is plantation-style justice," Creelman adds, "where
people, especially indigenous people, are worth less
than property."
In many of the lynchings, according to the UN
report, former local military officials have been identified as instigators. "The army likes the lynchings
because they underscore the apparent need for a strong
military to intervene among the savages," Creelman
says. Although the peace accords clearly limited the
army's postwar role to defending the country's borders,
the rise in crime provided a convenient excuse to keep
troops on city streets and in the highland villages.
The peace accords abolished several security forces
that had been singled out for rights violations. In their
place, a new National Civilian Police (PNC) was created . Yet, at the beginning of 1999, the PNC had only 8500
agents out of a planned 20,000. Three-quarters of these
agents were "recycled" from the notoriously brutal and
corrupt National Police or Treasury Police after only
three months of retraining at the PNC academy.
The UN report also noted an increase in "social
cleansing" -the killing of suspected drug dealers, gang
members, prostitutes, and transvestites. Instead of disappearing after the war, the clandestine death squads
that long ruled Guatemala seem to have merely shifted
targets. Whether the criminal activity is social cleansing
or drug trafficking, the UN report stated that the criminals "share as a common denominator complete
impunity." The violence continues, and no one responsible pays any price. As a result, the bottomless fear that
ruled this country for decades, rather than dissipating
in the light of peace, remains.
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Recovering Historical Memory
Like other parts of Guatemalan society, the churches
have been affected by the decades of terror. Many of the
best religious leaders were assassinated or were "disappeared." Yet most of the churches never gave up on
their commitment to the Gospel. They have planted
seeds of authentic peace as the country has moved from
armed confrontation to a troubled postwar period.
One of the most remarkable contributions was the
Project to Recover Historical Memory, a three-year program sponsored by the Catholic Church in Guatemala.
More than 600 lay pastoral workers were trained in scientific interviewing techniques and taught how to use
a tape recorder. Then they were sent off to gather testimonies on human-rights violations that took place during the war years.
In April 1998, the Catholic Church released a 1400page report entitled Guatemala, Never Again! It was
based largely on the more than 6500 interviews the lay
workers had conducted--almost two-thirds of which
were done in one of 15 different Maya languages. The
document offered the first detailed analysis of the
bloody struggle between leftist guerrillas and a series
of US-backed military governments-a struggle that
cost as many as 200,000 lives. The church report blamed
the military and the government-sponsored paramilitary groups for 85 percent of the violence. It suggested

'
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that the government take decisive steps to bring about
forgiveness and reconciliation.
Church leaders recognized that their prophetic
stance could prove costly. "We want to contribute to the
construction of a country that is different. That's why
we're recovering the memory of the people," Bishop
Juan Gerardi, the project's coordinator, declared. "This
path has been and continues to be full of risks, but the
construction of the Reign of God is a risky task."
Two days later, Gerardi was dead, his head repeatedly smashed with a concrete block. Most Guatemalans
believe that the military, upset about Gerardi's report,
silenced the 75-year-old bishop as a way to discourage
further research into who sponsored the genocide. A
year after the killing, the government has yet to launch.
a serious investigation of Gerardi's assassination. Many
believe this murder will remain unsolved like so many
other political crimes in Guatemala's history.
Silencing Gerardi, however, could not stop the
truth from emerging. The church had given the voiceless victims a chance to speak. Most of those who
offered their testimonies were indigenous women who
had watched as their husbands or children were shot in
front of them or dragged away, never to be seen again.
Their need to tell their stories was so dramatic that, in
some parishes, hundreds of widows lined up on th
first day for taking testimonies. For many, it was th

Near Tabil, Quiche, Guillermo Meza patiently asks Man uela Toj questions about her late husband, Anastasio, using an interpreter (right).
Toj speaks only K'iche'. Meza was part of a foren sic anthropology team sponsored by the Catholic Church's historical memory project.
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first time they felt safe talking about what had happened to their loved ones. After decades of terror and
silence, it was a giant step toward justice.
Gerardi told me in an interview a few weeks before
he was killed that pardoning doesn't mean forgetting.
''The person who forgets or who pretends to forget
doesn't do away with what happened," he said. "To
pardon really means to create new attitudes, to provoke
change inside people and between people-not just to
palliate the hurt that remains."
Dennis Smith, a Presbyterian Church (USA) mission worker in Guatemala, agrees. "The only power
left with the victims is the power of choosing whether
or not they can forgive," he says. "And in order to forgive, they've got to be able to put a name and a face on
who's responsible in their community."
A Chance to Grieve
Besides gathering testimonies in communities devastated by the war, the church has accompanied villagers
struggling with the complexities of life after a war.
Sorting out who owns the land of families who have
been killed, getting death certificates for husbands who
were "disappeared" by the army (a requisite step for a
widow who wants to remarry), exhuming mass graves
of massacre victims-all these actions respond to concrete pastoral needs of the poor majority that suffered
the violence of both the military and the guerrillas.
The church's assistance with exhumation, identification, and reburial of the dead provides survivors an
opportunity to grieve for their loved ones properly, a
process not allowed during the war. It also gives them
a chance to rebury the family members in a manner
consistent with Mayan traditions. The Maya place great
importance on communicating with their dead, which
they carry out at the gravesite. That's impossible if their
loved one was "disappeared." To overcome this problem, the church has worked with communities to create
"symbolic graveyards." The community sets aside a
site where the dead are named on crosses and where
their spirits can be called to commune with loved ones.
By insisting that the past be known before the
future can be defined, the Catholic project has made a
unique contribution to building peace and reconciliation. It provided an initial reference point for national
discussions about political responsibility. And it created a local structure for forging new relationships based
on honestly confronting the interpersonal violence
imposed by the war.

Working for Reconciliation
Many of Guatemala's Protestant minority have also
realized that they have a personal role in determining

A Mayan man in Guacemala.

whether peace becomes a reality. The Methodist
Church of Guatemala has dozens of local churches scattered among K'iche'-speaking Maya. There, the military's counterinsurgency program wiped out scores of
villages and left tens of thousands dead. Diego Chicoj
is a Methodist pastor in the community of Chontola,
where the church's chapel was blown up by soldiers
while more than two dozen people were locked inside.
He coordinates a program that markets textile products
created by the widows and orphans of Chontola.
Just as the textile project has helped the survivors
of the violence cope financially, Chicoj says that reconsidering their response to the violence has helped them
survive emotionally. "For years after their husbands
were killed, [the widows] carried around a lot of
anger," Chicoj reports. "In those days, they would have
killed their husbands' killers if they'd had a chance. Yet
as they bore this anger over the years, it began to make
them sick. They prayed to God to remove the anger.
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Women carry a huge image of the Virgin Mary as part of Holy Week celebrations in Cante[, Quetzaltenango. Background, pp. 18-23:
Masks on display at the market in Chichicastenango, each corresponding to a particular character in Mayan cosmology or history.

This has helped them to go on living. But this hasn't
happened overnight. We have a long process in front of
us of learning to live together in community."
Even though the war is over, the ideological polarization that characterized the conflict still lingers, at
times posing a barrier to reconciliation. Jose Alvarez, a
Lutheran pastor in the eastern city of Zacapa, began
conducting seminars at the end of the war to help people understand the peace accords and learn how to
implement them at a local level. He invited other
churches to participate, and eight Pentecostal
Christians showed up for the first seminar. Alvarez said
one of them complained about the songs he had chosen
for the worship service that began the event. "He told
me the songs we sang had been written by the guerrillas because they spoke of justice and peace," Alvarez
says. "I explained to him that the words came from one
of the Psalms."
Valle trains Mayan pastors as "peace promoters" in
seminars covering nonviolent conflict resolution,
restorative justice, mediation skills, the biblical understanding of shalom, and the participation of the church
in the construction of peace. He also helped set up a
victim-offender reconciliation program. Guatemala's
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legal codes support the reduction or elimination of sentences if the offender and victim can arrive at a mutually acceptable understanding.
In indigenous villages, interpersonal reconciliation
is at the heart of traditional justice systems. Yet such
local autonomy disappeared during the military's control of the countryside. One of the peace accords guarantees a return to the practice of customary law in
indigenous communities. This system-in which
infractions are judged by the village elders according to
ancient guidelines-would be everything that current
Guatemalan justice is not: accessible, prompt, inexpensive, and culturally and linguistically sensitive.
Indigenous systems of justice, using discussion and
demanding consensus, focus on rehabilitation and
reparation for damages rather than punishment.
Confessions and Reparations
Forgiveness is an essential element for reweaving the
social fabric of Guatemalan communities. Yet forgiveness isn't something that can be forced. "The church
should encourage forgiveness as a path to healing, no
as an obligation," says Mennonite psychologist Olga!
Piedrasanta. "The only person who can forgive is the
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one who has been wronged. The church can offer the
option of forgiveness, but we have to let the offended
person make the decision. If people who have been
hurt can express the pain that's inside, then they've
taken a big step toward being able to forgive."
In a speech last December 29, marking the second
anniversary of the war's end, Guatemalan President
Alvaro Arzu learned the hard way that forgiveness
isn't easy. Speaking before a mostly indigenous crowd
in Santa Cruz del Quiche, Arzu asked forgiveness for
the government's role in violence against civilians during the war. But Arzu spoke Spanish without a translator. The message was for external consumption only.
The speech was "a sham," according to indigenous
leader Rosario Pu. "The wounds will remain open until
the government specifically admits it was the army that
[did the killing]," he says. "To talk about forgiveness is
easy, but moral and economic reparations are necessary
if we are to begin to forget these sad histories."
According to Mennonite theologian Mario
Higueros, "pardon is possible only when you know
who committed the violence. Only the victim can liberate the offender," he says. "The victims can't begin to
liberate themselves from their bitterness until they
know who killed their loved ones. That means naming
names. It means military leaders confessing their sin.
Until that happens, no political speech is going to begin
to cure the open wounds of our history."
Truth Commission Report
The Catholic Church's Historical Memory project
began the process of publicly "naming names." But the
most comprehensive window on Guatemala's recent
past was opened on February 25, when a UN-supervised truth commission issued a 3600-page report:
Guatemala: Memory of Silence.
"Agents of the state committed acts of genocide
against groups of Mayan people," declared Christian
Tomuschat, a German law professor who coordinated
the commission and presented its report in Guatemala
City. Many in the crowd repeatedly interrupted
Tomuschat with shouts of "Justice!" Meanwhile
President Alvaro Arzu sat stony-faced in the front row.
Nor were diplomats from the United States pleased
by Tomuschat's charge that "the United States government and private US companies exercised pressure to
maintain the country's archaic and unjust socioeconomic structure." He also said that the Central
Intelligence Agency and other US agencies "lent direct
and indirect support to some illegal state operations."
US government officials denied for decades that
they supported repression in Guatemala. Yet official US
documents unearthed by the truth commission belie

that claim. For example, in a memo of March 29, 1968,
Peter Vaky-the second-highest US diplom at in
Guatemala at the time-wrote to the State Department
that "the official squads are guilty of atrocities.
Interrogations are brutal, torture is used, and bodies are
mutilated." In his memo, Vaky worried that the image
of the United States in Latin America was being tarnished by US support for repressive governments.
"This leads me to an aspect I personally find the most
disturbing of all-that we have not been honest with
ourselves," Vaky wrote. "We have been so obsessed
with the fear of insurgency that we have rationalized
away our qualms and uneasiness ....Murder, torture,
and mutilation are [considered to be] all right if our
side is doing it and the victims are Communists."
Just two weeks after the release of the UN truth
commission report, US President Bill Clinton visited
Guatemala. He told representatives of Guatemalan
society: "For the United States...support for the military
forces and intelligence units which engaged in violence
and widespread repression was wrong, and the United
States must not repeat that mistake."
Clinton's comments were well received by church
leaders, rights activists, and indigenous groups, though
many wished he had openly apologized for the US role
in the war. That role dates back to a CIA coup in 1954
that overthrew a democratically elected government.
While not a full apology, President Clinton's attitude is a heipful first step. The US government can do
much more. It can declassify more documents and can
also contribute to the
reconstruction of the
ravaged Guatemfl.lan
communities.
For authentic reconciliation to take
place in Guatemala,
all who had a hand in
the violence must
speak honestly and
ask for forgiveness
from those who suffered. Only then will
the victims have a
chance to speak the
final word-a word of
justice and healing. 0
A Mayan pries tess participates in a
ritual of indigenous spirituality.

Paul Jeffrey is a United Methodist missionary in Cen tral
America. He lives outside Tegucigalpa, Honduras.
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''TA T.e are living between two
V V( extremes: the feeling of
hopelessness among the people
and the deep concern that a social
and political explosion is pending,"
says Zoughbi Zoughbi, the
Palestinian Christian who founded
Wi 'am Palestinian Conflict Resolution Center. "Most Palestinians
had so much hope when the Oslo
Peace Accords were signed," he
adds. "But now people are demoralized. They have lost their hope for
peace and justice."
Wi 'am means "cordial relationships" in Arabic. The Wi 'am
Center's formal efforts began in
Zoughbi' s home, with the help of
many volunteers, between 1994
and 1995. The Wi'am staff then
believed that all they needed was
"a place and a phone." Four and a
half years later, after leading hundreds of mediation sessions in private homes-sessions that began in
the early morning hours and lasted
late into the evenings-they have
now transformed an apartment into
a Center for Conflict Resolution.
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When Wi'am opened its doors
in Bethlehem, an authority vacuum
existed in West Bank society. The
authority of the Israeli military
occupation had never been accepted, and there was no clear
Palestinian authority outside Gaza
and Jericho. Since many of the traditional village leaders (mukhtars)
had been appointed by the Israelis
during the occupation, their legitimacy was no longer fully accepted.
Although Palestinian autonomy is now extending into most
major population centers in the
West Bank, in reality 70 percent of
the West Bank remains under
Israeli military occupation. The
Palestinian community has been
severely weakened by 32 years of
Israeli occupation, and the transition of power to the Palestinian
National Authority is being implemented piecemeal, at best. As one
consequence of this situation, there
is no clear means of resolving disputes within the Palestinian community. It is in this context that the
Wi 'am Center carries out its work.
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Conflicts Based
in Economics
As the broader
conflict between
Israel and Palestine has persisted
during the socalled Peace Process,
it has given rise to
many smaller conflicts
within the Palestinian
community. Among Palestinians,
the economic situation is worsening, thanks to the deprivations
caused by the Israeli border closures and by the strict monitoring
of people's movements. This
absence of freedom creates a scarcity of work and of job opportunities.
Palestinians who are able to find
work average only one-tenth of the
wages Israelis are paid. The resulting economic hardships that
Palestinians face give rise to conflicts between family members,
neighbors, and employees. There is
very little room to develop social or
political institutions to address
these needs.

A conflict-re olution initiative
working mainly with Palestinians
ha made a critical difference within the broader conflict between
I rael and Pale tine. "Helping people re olve their personal conflicts,"
Zoughbi ays, "whether they are
conflicts between family members,
with neighbor or employer , or
with educational, health, or other
ocial institutions, pre erve and
build the integrity of human relationship . Thi type of initiative
helps preserve Palestinian society
and helps people retain faith in
nonviolent pos ibilitie . It makes
people less susceptible to the
appeals of extremist movements, preserves institutional and social
self-confidence,
and helps nurture
a po itive atmosphere in which
Palestinians
take constructive measures
regarding matters that affect
their lives."

Models of Mediation
The Wi 'am Palestinian Conflict
Resolution Center helps to resolve
disputes within the Palestinian
community by complementing the
traditional Arab form of mediation
and reconciliation, called Sulha,
with Western models of conflict resolution. When a conflict emerges,
Wi'am mediators go to the scene.
They bring the parties together and
facilitate a process enabling the parties to address the wrong while still
"saving face."
Brian Underhill-a Mission
Intern with the General Board of
Global Ministries who works at
Wi'am-is impressed with all he has
learned and experienced through
his contacts with the Palestinian
community that the center serves.
"Wi'am mediators have intervened
in more than 1000 conflicts," he
reports. "In about 87 percent of
these cases, hostilities were ended
and the dispute was substantially
resolved." Since these conflicts frequently involve extended families,
thousands of people have ben fited
from the center's work.

Besides direct mediation, Wi'am
is now training individuals within
the community to resolve conflicts
and to be aware of issues involving
human rights, democracy, and ultimately the need for justice. "Only
when we address justice," Zoughbi
affirms, "will the cycle of violence
be broken." While justice may be
long in coming to the Holy Land,
Zoughbi nevertheless speaks of
"relative justice" or of "a simple
portion of integrity." Empowering
people so that they learn how to
resolve conflicts is one way of gaining that small portion of integrity.
"Conflict resolution has become
a community effort," Zoughbi says.
"It involves families, youth (who
are 60 percent of the Palestinian
population), and the local government. Our work proves that disputes can be diminished through
cooperation and education." D

Peggy Hutchison is assistant general
secretary for Global Networks and
Ecumenical Relations in the Mission
Contexts and Relationships program
area of the GBGM.

Opposite, p. 24: A Palestinian rebuilds after Israeli bulldozers demolished his home in a valley east of Hebron.
Below: His three daughters. His name is being withheld to protect him and his family.
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by Gary Mason

To understand

the concept of peace and justice
within the Irish framework, it is important to
uncover the roots of sectarianism.
Sectarianism is a complex of attitudes, beliefs,
behaviors, and structures in which religion is a significant component. Directly or indirectly, sectarianism causes situations of disruptive conflict.
Origins of Sectarianism
The historical roots of sectarianism can be found in
the Reformation of the 1500s and 1600s. There, we
find a combination of three doctrines: one true
church, outside of which there is no salvation; error
has no right; and providence.
The doctrine of one true church can be
expressed as follows: "Our church is the only true
church. If you' re outside it, your chances of salvation are much diminished, at best."
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The ForthSpring CommunihJ Center's after-school program serves
both Catholic and Protestant children. Inset: Gary Mason.

The doctrine that error has no right is less well
known. This doctrine was developed by St. Augustine
to justify the use of state coercion to suppress his heretical opponents. Because they were radically in error, he
said, they had no right to express or hold their beliefs.
Ever since, the doctrine has been put to use as the principle behind every kind of coercion--especially state
coercion--for religious purposes. Error has no right is the
doctrine behind inquisitions, forced conversions, and
similarly ugly stains on Christian history.
By providence we mean the basic teaching that God
is at work in the world. Beyond that, we mean the belief
that a faithful Christian observer of the world can discern God's will and purpose by reading the sign of the
times in human events and the natural world.
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The origin of sectarianism lies in two combinations
of these three doctrines. The first combination joins one
true church with error has no right. The one true church
doctrine is a truth claim. Like every truth claim, it automatically carries with it the danger of arrogance and
imposition. But these are only dangers, not necessarily
outcomes, since everything depends on how the truth
claim is made. If it is made consciously and humbly, it
doesn't have to impose on others. But for those who
believe that error has no right, the chances are that their
truth claim will be made disastrously. If they believe
that their church is the one true church and that error
has no right, then it is their duty to see that error is suppressed by whatever means necessary. Therefore, tolerance is no virtue--tolerance is a deadly vice.
The other doctrinal combination behind sectarianism joins one true church with providence. Again, providence simply teaches that God is at work in the world.

ForthSpring
by Jayant Magar
On the peace line in west Belfast, Northern Ireland, which divides the Protestant and Catholic areas,
stands a community center called ForthSpring. To form
ForthSpring, the congregation of the Springfield Road
Methodist Church divided its building into two varts:
the church and the community center. The cente1, which
opened in October 1997, is an association of four
groups working together: the church, the Cornerstone
Community, the Mid-Springfield Community Association, and the Currach Community.
ForthSpring was the brainchild of the Rev. Dr.
Gary Mason, former pastor of the Springfield Road
Methodist Church, who worked for five years on the
project. Along with regular Sunday services,
SpringForth offers Bible-study classes, after-school
programs for children and youth, and a drop-in cafe
called the Open Door. It is home to a women '.s group
and provides a meeting place for senior citizens.
Most significant is the fact that ForthSpring is
staffed, supported, and used by both Protestants and
Catholics. "No church [in Northern Ireland] has done
anything like this before," Mason notes. "We are trying
to live out the Gospel of reconciliation. It involves a
major step in faith." 0
fayant Magar, from the Methodist Church of India, is a
GBGM Mission Intern serving with ForthSpring Community
Center and the Methodist Church of Ireland.

However, if providence is interpreted in light of the one
true church, it is very easily reduced to: "God is on our
side." Then, if we again bring in the idea that error has no
right, "God is on our side" is likely to mean "God w ants
us to suppress others." The disastrous consequences of
such a belief are obvious.
Getting the Church Involved
Reconciliation, peace, and justice need a prophetic
voice. Let me quote a Dutch Reformed Church professor from South Africa: "Reconciliation is no cheap matter. It does not come about by simply papering over
deep-seated differences. Instead, reconciliation presupposes an operation--a cutting to the very bone, without
anesthetic."
Some people have misu sed the Christian faith as
nothing more than a way out. It's as if they have taken
up residence o the roof, far away from the noise and
dirt of the streets below. Such escapism is a real danger
to Christians today. Video games, television, popular
music, preoccupation with sports, and abuse of alcohol
and drugs all attest to the pervasiveness of escapism in
our culture. But God always thrusts us into reality and
responsibility by faith. God wants to stretch us, to bring
us to maturity.
Salvation is not just forgiveness. It is a new order of
life, restoring women and men to their intended place in
the w orld. Is it possible that we've been robbed of the
true and coherent concepts behind the words salvation
and redemption? Why is it that we look upon our salvation as a moment that began our religious life instead of
as the daily life we receive fro God?
We' re encouraged somehow today to remove the
essence of faith from the particulars of daily human life
and to relocate it in special times, places, and states of
mind. The world is often ugly and messy, filled with
war, pain, disease, terrorism, and hunger. But that's the
world Jesus came to--full of the unemployed, prostitutes, criminals, lepers, terrorists. Christ went right out
into it.
That is also the call for the church: to follow the
Savior, Jesus Christ. Instead, many are tempted to create
their own little world within the larger world. But the
security we count on so much in our own little worlds
has less to do with Jesus Christ than with locks, fence ,
money, and the "right" neighborhoods.
Christians w ho've been born and bred in a sheltered
world-within-a-world find themselves limited and out
of touch with the people Christ came to save. 0

------1

The Rev. Gary Mason is a pastor of the Methodist Church of
Ireland, which is one church across both the Republic of
Ireland and Northern Ireland.
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The Streets of My Dreams:
Overcoming Divisions in Belfast=======

by W James White

Author's note: As a United Methodist pastor and mission
executive, I have long been convinced that the search for
restorative justice includes naming and exorcising the
demons in both the systemic and the personal dimensions of
our social order. Liberation, like holiness, is both personal and
social in character. "The Streets of My Dreams" is a brief
account of a moment of grace in which I was surprised by liberation in a deeply personal sense while in pursuit of a much
larger goal: the search for peace with justice in Ireland, the
land of my birth.
On the morning of September 8, 1997, I arrived in
Belfast following an overnight flight from New York.
Little did I realize that this day would mean liberation
from a free-floating fear that lived exclusively within
my dreams and that had long haunted me.
The purpose of my visit to Belfast was clear. As
Executive Secretary for Europe at the General Board of
Global 'Ministries, I was to accompany my colleague,
Michael Hahm, and interpret the situation in orthern
Ireland. We were to consult with fellow Christians
(both Protestant and Roman Catholic) who were actively engaged in the work of reconciliation and peace with
justice. They had learned peacemaking skills that might
be applied in other conflict zones, such as North and
South Korea.
Our weeklong mission was arranged through the
good offices of two pastors in Belfast. The Rev. David
Kerr is superintendent of the Belfast Central Mission,
whose City Center Church facilities had suffered bomb
damage on more than 30 occasions. The Rev. Gary
Mason was then pa tor of the Springfield Road
Methodist Church, which engages in a unique crosscommunity ministry between Protestants and
Catholics.
Soon after my arrival, I called Gary Mason to ask
about the schedule for the day and was told that our
first meeting would be with the Rev. Gerald Reynolds
at the Clonard Monastery. For me--a mature 60-yearold United Methodist mission executive who had been
born on the Shankill Road, just acros the Peace Wall
from the Clonard Monastery--this invitation to meet
Opposite, p. 28: Clonard Monastery in Belfast, Northern Ireland.

with Father Reynolds
evoked both a deep sense
of privilege and a strange
anticipatory anxiety.
Walls of Separation
Not long after I hailed a
taxi and told the driver to
take us to the Clonard
Monastery, I became aware
of the source of my anxiety.
A frightened young boy
was still living inside a
mature and reasonably
Protestant and Catholic meet
sophisticated 60-year-old in Belfast: the Rev. W James
man. The young boy began White with Father Gerald
to recall his grandmother's Reynolds.
pointing to the same
monastery and imprinting him with stories of priests in
the 1920s hiding guns there for the IRA. She also told of
other unspeakable acts supposedly practiced behind
the monastery's fortresslike walls. Clonard dominated
the skyline at the end of my grandmother's row-house
street. It formed a boundary between two religiously
and culturally segregated communities that shared
island space in an ancient dance of anger and mutual
suspicion.
When the taxi reached the Catholic Falls Road (the
contemporary antithesis of the Protestant Shankill
where I was born), I suddenly became aware that the e
were the streets of my dreams.
In these dreams, I would always be walking quickly through Catholic neighborhoods on my way home
from a football match at Windsor Park (the sports
citadel of Protestantism). Although nothing harmful
ever happened to me on these journeys through no
man's land, I always awoke with a sense of relief that
"it was only a dream!" In later years, in my ongoing
search for restorative justice, I would become aware
that these dreams signaled the pre ence of unresolved
fear instilled during my earliest and most formative
years. They included fear of the unknown, fear of those
who were different, fear of violence, fear of the bogeyman, and fear of losing power.
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Even with the beneficial effects of a life of travel
and the intentionality of a variety of spiritual disciplines, the streets of my dreams always held within
them the same fearful specter to remind me of an unresolved need for healing at a profound level.
As we passed onto the Springfield Road, I suddenly exclaimed: "Michael, these are the streets of my
dreams!-and Michael, I am no longer afraid!" Before
Michael had a chance to respond, the young man driving the taxi exclaimed: "But, I am! " He was a Protestant
and was afraid to be in that area. He was afraid for his
life because he was living daily the questions of the
convulsed history of cultures in conflict in Northern
Ireland.
When we arrived at Clonard Monastery, I could
hardly wait finally to walk across the threshold of a
place that held so much hidden baggage for me. Father
Reynolds welcomed us warmly. In his rich Irish accent,
he asked Michael: "And where do you come from?" Of
course, Michael told him of his birthplace in Korea and
of the purpose of our journey. Then he said to me: "And
Jim, where do you come from?" With a tear in my eye,
I said: "Father Gerry, I come from just across the Peace
Wall! " (The Peace Wall is a euphemism for the wall of
separation between the two communities.)
As the conversation wore on, I was empowered by
Father Gerry's spirituality to share with him something
of my own journey. I told him about the streets of my
dreams and of the powerful fears that must surely
underlie the psyche of children born on both sides of
the Peace Wall.
Praying a Unity Prayer
At the end of our meeting, I asked that we go into the
Clonard Church. When we entered, I was overcome by a
sense of the Presence _of the Holy. I remarked to Father
Gerry that I was quite at home in such beauty and was
feeling "my heart strangely warmed" in the mysterious
hush of the sanctuary. He told me that this response was
not unusual because the Clonard Church was a place
filled continuously with prayer. He suggested that we
pray together a Unity Prayer used by groups of courageous Protestants and Catholics who dare to stand
against the tide of violence. So we closed our visit to the
Clonard Monastery by praying the prayer together.
When the taxi came to take us back to the center of
Belfast, I found myself looking at the streets of my
dreams through a different prism. The young man who
had driven us to Clonard was quiet and calm, and the
60-year-old who had returned to the city of his youth
was energized by anticipatory joy. A burden, carried for
so many years, had been lifted by the hospitality of a
fellow Christian pastor--one whose ministry carries
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him through the Peace Wall to worship on Sundays
with Protestant congregations as a sign of reconciliation
and the quest for restorative justice.
In the months that have passed since September 8,
1997, I still have dreams that take me back to Belfast
and to the streets of my boyhood. But, strangely
enough, I have never again experienced the haunting
fear that has always been my dark companion.
This surprising moment of grace has only strengthened my resolve to pursue the search for restorative
justice in its systemic and structural form, especially for
the present-day children of Northern Ireland-and
Kosovo, and Rwanda. In these places, the streets of
dreams still provide haunted space for societal and personal demons that must be named and exorcised. 0

The Rev. W James White, now retired, formerly coordinated
United Methodist projects and personnel in Europe as an
Execu tive Secretary with the General Board of Global
Ministries.

Prayer for Unity
Lord Jesus,
who on the eve of your death
prayed that all your disciples might be one,
as you in the Father and the Father in you,
make us feel intense sorrow over the
infidelity of our disunity.
Give us honesty to recognize, and the
courage to reject,
whatever indifference towards one another
or mutual distrust or even enmity lie hidden
among us.
Enable us to meet one another in you.
And let your prayer for the unity
of Christians
be ever in our hearts and on our lips,
unity such as you desire and by the means
that you will .
Make us find the way that leads to unity
in you,
who are perfect charity, through being
obedient to the
Spirit of love and truth. Amen.
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The Little Things, Among Other Things
Many are worried today about the
divisions they fear will tear the
church apart. Conflicts over homosexuality, abortion, and doctrine
seem to threaten the unity of The
United Methodist Church.
These are truly serious issues
and deserve attention and debate.
But in local churches, conflict rages
on another level.
If you want to get an argument
going in church, don't ask about
the deity of Christ or the truth of
Holy Scripture. Ask whether the
American flag should be displayed
at the front of the sanctuary.
If you want to tweak someone
enough to inspire a threat of physical retaliation, suggest a change in
the furniture in the parsonage.
And if you want to enjoy the
full blast of someone's outrage and
righteous indignation, try to get
rid of the children's sermon.
Probably you can match these
teacup tempests with your own, so
compare your experiences with
this additional list of issues.
• Should the trustees borrow
money to repair the church roof?
• Should girls be acolytes?
• Can the administrative council
pay a $5.17 bill without debating it
for 30 minutes?
• Should little plastic cups or a
common cup be used for the grape
juice in Communion?
• Must the pastor's spouse be
present every Sunday?
• May God be called "She"?
• Is it permissible to applaud
during worship?
• May items be sold in the church
lobby for a church cause?
• May the church kitchen be used
without first getting permission?
• Can we manage to forgo the
Fanny Crosby hymns?

by Charles Cole
One could go on. Notice there
is no mention above of such issues
as how long the Sunday service is,
whether it's sexist for the pastor to
hug someone, or whether a church
member should be charged for a
wedding. These are such sensitive
issues that a sensitive writer
would never raise them.
This obsession with detail is
built into religion. It may make us
suspect
that
religion,
like
Emerson' s foolish consistency, is
"the hobgoblin of little minds."
But consider this: while an obsession with trivial details can make
us yawp at the eccentricities of others, an attention to significant
details is often what we ourselves
most cherish.
For example, consider the St.
Mark's United Methodist Church
in Wichita, Kansas. This predominantly African American congregation has a number of White
members. But these White members are not the passive survivors
of a former congregation that
gradually dwindled away and was

replaced . Rather, the White
members were actively drawn in
by the charisma of the pastor,
Tyrone Gordon, and the church's
lively worship and outreach program. To see a White family joining enthusiastically in an African
American hymn is a significant
detail that reverberates powerfully.
At St. John's United Methodist
Church in Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Communion is held without ushers. The congregation seems to
handle this very well. This church
also asks those who are about to be
served to stand behind others
kneeling at the altar rail and to
place their hands on the kneelers'
shoulders in blessing. This seems
to bond people in a mystical way.
At Christ United Methodist
Church in Elkhart, Indiana, there
are two services held simultaneously on Sunday morning. One is a
traditional service; the other uses
popular music. Having both gives
worshipers a choice.
At Benton Chapel on the campus of Vanderbilt University in
Nashville, Tennessee, Chaplain
Beverly Asbury used to announce,
as the offering plate was being
passed, that a person in need
should take money out.
Reeves Memorial United
Methodist Church in Orlando,
Florida, has a "cyber Bible study"
for people who want to study the
Bible over the World Wide Web.
All these are Christian congregations; all are different; all have
their peculiarities and preferences.
We can be grateful that all the
efforts to homogenize our churches have failed . Our churches will
never all be uniform. Their unexpected variety makes us respect
and love them all the more. 0
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Teaching War-weary Teens
at Peace camp
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he teens waded knee-high in icy water. Sounds
of stalactites dripping and toads jumping surrounded them. When the end of the tunnel became
unexplorable, they sat on wet rocks and counted off,
giggling a little as they shouted their numbers in this
foreign language, English. With all the flashlights
turned off, darkness enfolded them--a darkness that
seemed timeless and somehow very safe. This was
the same cave in High Falls, New York, that 150
years ago had sheltered a woman and her child
as they ran from slavery.
In August 1998, the teenagers were getting
away from an ongoing war in Abkhazia and
Georgia in the Caucasus region of southwest Asia.
An organization called Children's Creative Response
to Conflict (CCRC) had brought them to the United
States for a month to study nonviolence at two
United Methodist camps in New York: Epworth in
High Falls and Quinipet in Shelter Island.
The CCRC was founded by Quakers in New
York City in 1972 to teach conflict-resolution skills.
Its philosophy is based on the Quaker belief that
there is goodness in every person.
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The camp was originally to be called Crisis and
Conflict Resolution Camp, but the name was shortened to Peace Camp. Twenty youths aged 13to18-10
from each warring side-attended the camp. The
Abkhazians sent only boys as their representatives.
These Abkhazian boys had lost their fathers in the
war. All 10 Georgian kids were refugees, four of them
being girls whose fathers were killed in the war.
Arma Ohanyan and Rui-Ling King were
two of the 12 counselors for the 20 kids at the
Peace Camp. One day halfway through the
month-long camp, I talked to these counselors,
met a few of the kids, and followed them arow1d
the Peace Camp at Epworth . Anna was from
Romania and explained a goal of the Peace Camp:
"To teach peace as a language, peace as a culture.
They have been at war so long."
On this day at lunchtime, the kids ate pizza,
complained about it, and then tried to get more.
They were w1animous in their displeasure with
American food in general. "They want you to know
that they don't like the food in America at all. They
don't like the food here at camp and they don't like
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it anywhere else either," said Julia Dizenko, a college-aged counselor from Romania, who was the
translator for a group of boys.
Singing and Dancing Together
After pizza, two Georgian girls took the stage and
did a short folk dance--each with one arm arched
overhead and legs making small scissorlike movements in the air. The girls danced to a tape of Eastern
European music, circling each other, then circling in
place. At the end, the campers from the United
States, who attended Epworth alongside the
Abkhazian and Georgian kids, applauded enthusiastically. Then the boys from Abkhazia, members of
a folk-singing group that appeared on a very famous
television program in the Abkhaz region, took the
stage. Their voices rang out as if in a vast Gothic
cathedral, not in a camp dining hall. And while they
sang their folk song, one of the boys did something
unexpected.
The boy came off the stage, grabbed the hand of
one of the Georgian dancers, and led her on stage to
join him. She and the other Georgian girl danced
again and joined in the singing. For that little while,
they were just a row of kids singing-showing off,
goofing around, being kids. They were not enemies
anymore. Rui-Ling whispered to me: "I'm blown
away! This is the highlight of my summer. This is a
tremendous thing. These countries have never
mixed. The fact that they're doing cultural things
together-I'm blown away right now!"
Up until that pizza lunch, the two groups had
always sung and danced separately. Anna, who
translated from Russian into English, saw a subtle
change in the wording of the songs the children
sang. At the onset, the children of each group sang
nationalist songs with only their own country mentioned. However, as the weeks wore on, they began
changing the words to unify the nations. They began

"For a little while, the
Abkhazian boys and Georgian
girls were just a bunch of
kids-singing, showing off,
goofing around. They were
not enemies anymore."

to sing of the Caucasus region as a whole, not just
of their own lands: Georgia or Abkhazia.
Classes and Activities
Both Abkhazia and Georgia have their own languages. The counselors originally feared that the
kids wouldn't want to speak their common language, Russian, because it was the language of their
oppressors. But this was not a problem. What was a
problem was the schedule the CCRC had prepared
for the campers. The teens were emphatic in their
displeasure with feeling overscheduled and having
to camp out at Epworth. After calling 50 to 60 hotels
in the region, the CCRC finally put the kids up in a
motel and bused them to Epworth during the day.
One counselor speculated that camping was too
much like living in a refugee camp.
Free-form, experiential group projects replaced
classes when the counselors discovered that the kids
from this war-tom region had very little tolerance
for or experience at working within a structure.
Their classroom experience was limited. Their
schools had been shut down by the war. The CCRC
had planned for the kids to study conflict resolution,
computer skills, and the English language-subjects
the youths themselves said they wanted to learn.
But they rebelled against having to attend classes.
One of the younger boys explained: "At first I had a
culture shock when we had so many rules in the
camp."
Although computer skills and formal English
classes were dropped, the kids did participate in
conflict-re solution
activities at the Peace
Camp for three hours
every day. One exercise was to ask the
kids all of their associations with the word
conflict. Their answers
included these words:
bloody, border, globe,
cruelty, war, violence,
grief, motherland, homicide, fighting, destruction, explosion, ball,
weapons, understanding, toys, agreement,
nature, and peace.
Then the youths were
Opposite, p. 32: A young participant at the
taught Tai Chi, an
Peace Camp held at Qu inipet, Shelter Island,
ancient Chinese mar- New York. Above: Peace Campers relax at
tial art and meditative Camp Epworth in High Falls, New York.
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Working together, Peace Camp participants prepare to board
canoes at Shelter Island, New York.

practice. They learned that in Tai Chi, ideas like
conflict and harmony that seemed to be opposites
could reside together. The kids then wrote their
words on a line, with conflict and harmony at either
end of the continuum. "They discovered that conflict can be related to growth," Arma explained. "It
can be both a positive force and a negative one."
Arma described an icebreaker that became a
favorite way to start each day. Knowing that in their
culture people enjoy long and eloquent toasts, the
counselors suggested the kids say: "Let's toast for.... "
Some of the daily toasts were to new beginnings,
creativity, awareness, affirmation, and emotions.
On this particular day, about five of the boys
spent their rest period after lunch roughhousing.
Playful pushing led to throwing punches, shoving,
and wrestling. A male counselor observed that this
was typical male teen behavior. But this fighting
was clearly troublesome. The fighting and fooling
around was a continual source of discussion among
the campers and counselors. On the day of my visit,
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a counselor had to separate the boys and talk to
them about their behavior.
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Leaming to Work Together
A few days before my visit, money was stolen from
two of the campers. The issue of theft arises at any
camp anywhere. However, building trust was a fundamental principle at the Peace Camp. Though the
money was not returned, on the day of my visit the
kids and counselors had a long talk about theft,
respect, and trust. This was why the kids visited the
underground cave at Epworth. The cave visit was
what Terry Murray, a guide for the CCRC, called
adventure-based learning. "It's not enough to know
the concepts," Terry said. "The real test is when the
problem is difficult. How do we learn to trust and
cooperate? That's the heart of the camp."
The previous afternoon the kids took a ropes
course. They had either to climb the ropes alone or
to spot each other from the ground. When asked on
the afternoon of my visit what they learned on the
ropes course, the kids shouted out: "How to take
care of each other" ... "How to save each other" ... "To
be creative" ..."We need to trust" ... "Mutual understanding" ... and "To solve our problems." Terry commented that this active approach to problem solving
is powerful. Taking risks emotionally and physically and then reflecting on the experience later often
results in growth. Adventure-based learning
appeared to bring abstract concepts to life.
By the end of the month, Rui-Ling reported
that a sense of unity eventually prevailed. "We
worked together harmoniously and creatively,"

ing tog

A game of cards at Quinipet, the New York Annual Conference
camp at Shelter Island.
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she said. The kids completed tasks, anticipated
problems, and solved problems together. She cited
team scavenger hunts as an example of kids' working together across regional lines.
Conflict Resolution
Rui-Ling and Anna feared for the lives of the
children when they returned home. They wondered what having attended a camp with the
enemy would mean to them . On one of the last days
of camp, Rui-Ling said: "We've been told by more
than three of the teens that they don't want to go
home." Anna added : "When they go back, the conflict is deep-rooted. Everything is black or white."
One of the concepts studied in peace class was gray
thinking- to view situations as complex and not to
msh to judgments of right and wrong, good and bad.

t/Jk/1iiz iii

Abkhazia is a region of Georgia that was an
autonomous republic within Georgia during
Soviet rule. In the late 1980s, when Mikhail
Gorbachev, then president of the Soviet Union,
formed the policy of glastnost (openness),
nationalist movements grew. In 1991, Georgia
became the first republic to secede from the
Soviet Union. Though ethnic Abkhazians were
always a minority in Abkhazia, where ethnic
Georgians were in the majority, the Abkhazians
started a civil war in 1992, proclaiming Abkhazia
a sovereign state.
In 1992, Eduard Sheverdnadze, a native son
of Georgia, was dispatched to the GeorgiaAbkhazia region along the Black Sea to restore
stability. In 1993, with Russian backing, the
Abkhaz forces defeated the Georgian military.
Since then, hundreds of thousands of ethnic
Georgians have been expelled from Abkhazia.
In 1994, Georgia became a member of the
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). The
CIS currently supports Georgia in the conflict,
pressuring Abkhazia to rejoin Georgia by providing peacekeeping forces for the region and
instituting blockades against the Abkhazians.
Talks on the status of Abkhazia and its autonomy
within Georgia remain deadlocked, and many
Georgian refugees who wish to return to the
Abkhaz region remain displaced. For a story
about UMCOR's ministry with internally displaced youth in Georgia, see New World Outlook,
March-April 1999, 26-29.

Sasha Makeev, a 15-year-old from Abkhazia,
said : "I didn't know very much about conflict resolution . Now I know I don't have to be an enemy. I
always knew that conflict could be resolved through
nonviolent means, but I didn't know there were
actual techniques and tools."
Priscilla Prutzman, who cofounded the
CCRC and coauthored a book, The Friendly
Classroom for the Small Planet, explained the purpose of the Peace Camp. "We give them tools for
when they go back- to give up some of their armor,
to discuss the things they've seen. How will they
handle people who want to know what the other
side is like?"
Perhaps they will convey the CCRC's message:
that the enemy has a human face and goodness
resides within. Perhaps it will be members of the
younger generation- kids like Sasha and the other
teens who visited the Peace Camp- who will bring
peace to their troubled region. 0

Mnry Beth Caudal is a writer and performer who lives in
New York CihJ and often serves as a consultant to the
General Board of Global Ministries.

A yo11ng team member at Q11i11ipet, Shelter lsla11d, New York.
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HINDU
For Kshatriya (Kurmi) , handsome
boy... an attractive, fair girl. ...

BRAHMIN
Wanted: a beautiful, educated
girl for a handsome Brahmin boy....
In India, the lists of classified matrimonial ads in the
newspapers are almost endless. Caste is always mentioned, invariably. However, personal ads today also
mention religious affiliations and professions. Doctors,
engineers, even computer-software specialists are
advertising in India for mates.
The fact that the 3500-year-old caste system should
survive in India today almost defies comprehension. It
has been an aberration of the Hindu psyche. Indians
who use lofty rhetoric about progress, characterizing
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their society as "united in diversity," seem to be simply
perpetuating the system of social gradation that has
blighted so many lives.
Social distinctions can still be discerned in modem
India in many ways. Even a highly educated Brahmin
physician (a Brahmin is a Hindu of the highest caste)
wraps the wrist of a Sudra (or low-caste person) with a
band of cloth before feeling for the patient's pulse. That
way, the Brahmin will not to be "defiled" by touching
the Sudra' s skin. Low-caste people are forbidden to use
the wells in villages that high-ca te Brahmin u e for
fear they will pollute the water. A low-caste family is
refused the right to bury a family member near their
village, where both high and low caste live, becau e of
a superstition that the dead person's ghost will haunt
the high-caste people. And a Brahmin bachelor living
in a state with only a few surviving Brahmin families
has to wait for five long years while hi parents earch
for a suitable mate of the same high ca te a he.
Above: A high-caste Brahm in wedding celebration at Hawan Kund
(the Hindu wedding altar). Below: A /ow-caste, poverty-stricken
street dweller.
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An Ancient Institution
While scholar differ on the origins
of the ca te y tern in India, they
agree that it is a very ancient institution. Some speculate that both the
complexion and the occupation of
the Aryans who invaded India
around 1500 B. . contributed to the
growth of the caste system. The
Aryan invader , who spoke IndoEuropean languages, are believed
by some to have been a fairskinned, blue-eyed ethnic type.
They dominated the darkerskinned original re idents and
made them subservient, much a
the British did many centurie later.
According to the traditional
Hindu view, human beings were
divided into four categories on the
basis of their intrinsic qualities. The
highest caste, the Brahmins, were
the thinkers, philosophers, and
priests whose role was to provide
both spiritual guidance and intellectual sustenance to the society.
Originally, they lived on the charity
of the people, given in return for the
performance of various rites.
Next came the Kshatriyas, or
Warrior , who were primarily concerned with the defense and governance of the tate. The kings and
rulers belonged to this caste. The
third caste consisted of the Vaisyas,
or Traders, who were involved in
agricultural and commercial operations. In the fourth category were
the Sudra , or Laborers. This caste,
at the lowe t rung of the hierarchical ladder, was responsible for various ervices, including menial job
like scavenging and cleaning. They
were considered "untouchable"
and the three higher castes were not
permitted to mingle with them .
Marriage across caste lines was forbidden, and even now thi taboo
persi ts. Those who fall in love and
marry in spite of the taboo risk
excommunication from their castes.
This social system of gradation
was given religious sanction by a

ver e in the ancient sacred writings
of Hinduism and the earliest document of Indian history called the
Rig Veda . Believed to have been
composed between 1500 and 1000
B. ., it records that Brahmins came
from the face of the creator,
Kshatriyas from his arms, Vai yas
from his thighs, and Sudras from
the soles of his feet. Members of the
lowest caste were subjected to
many re trictions in society.
There are also reference to the
four castes in the ancient epics of
Rnmayana and Mahabharata . A
detailed description of the caste
system is found in the Manusmriti
(Ordinances of Manu), named for
it au thor. The Manusmriti, which
dates from A.O. 700, i the mo t
authoritative work on Hindu law.
Centuries later, it was adopted by
the British rulers in India .
The status of the low caste continued to be degraded by the
Brahrnins. Even revolts against the
high castes by religiou leader
uch as Mahavira (540-468 B. .), the
founder of Jainism, and Siddhactha
Gautama (563-483 B.C.), the founder
of Buddhism, failed to reduce the
rigidity of the caste system because
caste distinctions persi ted in both
religious sects.
Caste distinctions per isted
even during the period of Muslim
rule in India (1206-1862) . The
attempts of other religion , including Christianity and Judaism, to
eradicate the caste system did not
su cceed because class distinctions
persisted even in their folds.
The Beginnings of Change
the Industrial Revolution
that finally made a dent in the caste
system and brought a new awarene s to Indians that social mobility
might be possible. Industrializa tion
encouraged urbanization, as village
dwellers of both high and low
castes moved into cities for better
job . There, they were introduced to
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new technologies. In the urban
areas, the rigid, age-old, castecentered thinking gave way to a
more liberal outlook, encouraging
the mixing of castes without distinction . Trade unions and other
associations had members from all
castes working together.
The British government of
India had a considerable, transforming impact on the country's
Hindu social structure. The British
brought change by passing many
important laws designed to aid the
marginalized lower castes-laws
such a the Hindu Act, the Caste
Disabilities Act, and the Widow
Remarriage Act. But the British
could not find a lasting solution to
the problem of castes, particularly
since the British saw themselves as
a privileged ruling class.
The strongest, most systematic
attack on the caste system has come
in the twentieth century through
the Constitution of India, adopted
on November 26, 1949. India's constitution guarantees the right of all
its citizens to justice, liberty, equality, and dignity. It has been a long
and arduous journey from ancient
caste distinc ·ons based on Hindu
philosophy and religious traditions
to the constitutional pledge of a
democratic government with
equality, dignity, and justice for all
human beings.
The Caste System Today
Today, many lower-caste people-especially in rural villages-are still
marginalized, with little access to
education, limited resources, and
unskilled or menial jobs as their
only option. However, thanks to a
long history of mis ionary schools
and to various changes in govemment-spon ored education, many
have become better educated and
hold higher-paying jobs.
At present, Indian society is
characteri zed by an obsession with
th e kind s of development that
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would lead to a free-market economy. The growing economic success
of som e in India has created a
chasm sep arating the rich from the
poor, w ho make up about 56 percent of the population. Economists
describe "two Indias" - one rich
and one poor. India's caste system
can no longer fully contain the
socioecon om ic ch an ge that the
country is undergoing. Different
religions, occupations, and levels of
education are no longer correlated
with caste. A high-caste person cannot be born a chief executive, for
example, but must w ork to become
one. A person of low caste may now
get a good education and become
an executive, a college professor, or
even a government leader.

Indians w ho belong to the
lower castes that were once considered "untouchable" now choose to
call themselves by the name Dalit,
m eaning "oppressed," and signaling that they are actively resisting
injustice.
Dalits make up 18 to 20 percent
of India's population. Only about 3
percent of India's population is
Christian, but 50 percent of the
Christian population is Dalit,
according to Ms. Soosai Raj
Faustina, a teacher and m ember of
the Dalit Solidarity Peoples (DSP)
National Working Committee.
Foreign Christian m1ss10naries
have also had a history of helping
Dalits with education and with economic development.

Rural India still presents a dismal picture of life for its low -caste
people, though. A friend of mine,
Dharamnath of Jagdalpur, a member of the Methodist Church and an
excellent vocalist, says that the typical low-caste village family may
have only one sari (a draped dress
using several yards of cloth) for all
its women. So, while one w oman
comes out of the hut draped in the
sari, four other women must wait
inside for their turn to wear the
same dress. They can only come out
one by one.
Faustina explains that, even
though she teaches in a mixed
school run by the Roman Catholic
Church in Ongur, Dalits are still
separated in the village. "Normally,
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The "Holy Bath," a Hindu ritual, is a purification by water before worship. Large numbers
of Hindu worshipers bathe in the Narmada River for the festival of Makar Sankra.nti.
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Dali ts are put on the east side of th
village," she reports, "because the
wind blow from west to east, and
non-Dalits don' t want to be contaminated by wind that touched
Dalits. All the institutions are in the
non-Dalit area of the village. We are
resisting these things," she adds.

In fact, empowered by India's
constitution, the Dalits have organized to push for change through
legislation and social institutions.
Public transportation, radio, and
television have begun to have a
modernizing impact, especially on
children and youth, even in rural
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Dr. James Massey, a minister of the Church of North India and member
of India's National Commission for Minorities (NCM), visited New
York recently as part of a delegation from Dalit Solidarity Peoples
(DSP). His visit was cosponsored by the National Council of Churches'
Southern Asia Office, the United Church Board for World Ministries,
and Union Theological Seminary. NCM conducts on-site studies of the
most severe incidents of anti-minority violence in India.
The idea that India's Dalits might be united "creates the greatest
fear in the minds of the upper classes," observed Professor N.G.
Meshram, a Buddhist who is national treasurer of DSP. But he said that
DSP is not seeking revenge. "All we want is to be able to identify ourselves." he said. "Enough misery has been suffered for all the ages."
The NCM issues detailed reports on its findings, including extensive recommendations to the government. In the report on the minority situation in Gujarat, 20 recommendations were advised, including
those that follow.
• Convene meetings of nonpolitical representatives of all religious
communities to discuss ways to create, promote, and preserve
harmony.
• Order proper, effective, and time-bound enquiries into all incidents of anti-minority violence and vandalism that have occurred
since March 1998.
• Award deterrent punishment to all those found guilty of crimes
against minorities.
• Pay adequate compensation to victims of anti-minority violence.
• Set up a Minority Welfare Deparbnent in the state government
secretariat.
• Protect all places of worship.
• Implement the provisions of the Constitution of India, provisions
of the Indian Penal Code relating to offences against religion, and
other relevant legislative enacbnents.
"Politically and economically, the upper castes hold the power,"
said Ms. Soosai Raj Faustina, a member of the DSP National Working
Committee. "So the fear is always there, especially among those of us
who resist."
Dr. Massey encourages US church members to learn about the Dalit
situation in India and to support organizations like DSP, along with
schools and other institutions that support the Dalits.

A village girl holds her little brother.

villages. But a lack of political will
on the part of the state prevents
some recommendations from being
implemented. Also, villagers who
travel to large cities in search of
job opportunities are likely to
encounter crime syndicates and
mafia organizations there. Even in
small towns, gangs have proliferated. Last year, the worst-ever massacre of Dalit and landless men,
women, and children occurred in
Bihar. Sixty people were killed by
the Ranvir Sena, a self-styled armed
militia of the upper-caste landed
gentry, formed to crush the movements of Dalits and agricultural
laborers.
Dr. James Massey, a minister of
the Church of North India and a
Dalit, is a member of the Indian
government-sponsored National
Commission for Minorities (NCM)
in India. This commission is
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Lower-caste women work all day picking weeds for a wage as low as 50 cents a day.

responsible for investigating incidents of religious violence in India.
Massey says that religious violence
in India is fueled by hatred and fear,
not outside influences. The NCM
investigated the highly publicized
murder of Australian missionary
Graham Stuart Staines and his two
young sons, Philip (age 9) and
Trmothy (age 6), who were burned
alive in their jeep on January 22,
1999, while they were sleeping.
Staines was in Orissa working
among patients with leprosy. The
NCM team concluded that the incident was part of a definite plan on
the part of militant Hindus to create
insecurity among Christians.
This gruesome act, however,
evoked unprecedented condemnation from all sectors of Indian society, inclu ding the ruling Hindu
Bhartiya Janata Party. The m ajority
of Hindus do not subscribe to these
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violent methods of reinforcing the
nationalistic ideal of creating a
Hindu state.
Christian leaders in India have
appealed for safety and security not
only for Christians but also for
indigenous people, regardless of
their religion. One banner carried
by a child at a mass rally read:
"Burn Hatred, Not Children." In a
secular society, tolerance and coexistence are two sides of the same
coin. Under Article 25 of India's
constitution, a citizen has the freedom to profess, practice, and propagate any religion.
The Methodist Church in India
The present Methodist Church in
India (MCI) is a partner of The
United Methodist Church through
the General Board of Global
Ministries. It began as the
Methodist Church in Southern
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Asia. In the early years, pioneer
missionaries such as William Butler,
the founder of the Methodist
Church in India in 1856, made a
profound impact on the Indian psyche with their total commitment to
bringing Christ's Gospel of love
and service to India. They were
held in high esteem for their
integrity and selfless service by
national leaders. Dr. James E.
McEldowney, now 92 and living in
Florida, spent more than half a century of his dedicated life in India
and made remarkable contributions to the Methodist Church. His
ministry led many young men and
women to accept Jesus Christ. Some
became bishops and leaders of the
church.
The ongoing task of the
Methodist Church in India is to
realize the Kingdom of God, which
the Hindus call Ram Rajya, meaning

"Reign of God Rama." The
.Kingdom of God is understood as
being identical with the presence of
Christ here and now. As all are children of God, all are equal in the
sight of God. There are no distinctions of race, caste, or status. The
concept of the Kingdom of God corresponds to liberation theology in
Latin America, in which it is
believed that God works through
the liberation of peoples to establish
His Kingdom of peace, justice,
equality, and prosperity, as promised in the Gospel.
The eschatological reality that
is to come has another dimensionthe concept of restoring justice to
the oppressed. This concept of
restorative justice must become a
real experience in the life of India's
society, which is culturally, religiously, linguistically, and ethnically pluralistic. Only with restorative
justice can the Kingdom of God
become a reality in India, especially
when we witness all around us the
denials of social entitlements and

The Supreme Court of India in Delhi.

Migrant populations flock to the outskirts of cities to find work.

the struggles of the oppressed. A
parallel can be seen in the oracle of
the prophet Amos, admonishing
the people who tried to please God
with the best sacrifice and music
but with no thought of justice for

the poor and the oppressed (Amos
5:24). It is also a reminder to the
present materialistic society that
God's desire is to see that the
oppressed and poor are given justice to ensure peace and prosperity.
The new paradigm of the
Kingdom of God transcends
national and political orders. An
encounter with Christ in the postresurrection period means accepting
the
marginalized
and
oppressed, embracing the concept
of servanthood, and working to
improve the status and rights of
women and children. These are
among the issues that must be
owned, understood, and proclaimed by the church. It is the mission of the church to hold high the
vision of the Kingdom of God,
thereby countering the 3500-yearold social institution of caste. 0

Dr. J. S. Murthy is an award-winning
photographer in India and the United
States. He is also a lecturer at Leonard
Theological School in Jabalpur, India.
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Mission Education With Children
The goal for mission education with children in the
new millennium is the same as it has always ·been: to
teach the children about God's work in the world and
introduce them to ways in which they can participate.
Sunday School
Use United Methodist curriculum. The Sunday school
and fellowship materials have mission stories in which
the experiences of missionary families are shared and
various projects are emphasized.
Invite a mission speaker. Every church should have
a covenant relationship with a United Methodist missionary. Be sure that a missionary speaks to your
Sunday school classes at least once every three years.
Also, invite people who have been mission volunteers
on work teams to come share slides and videos.
Learn mission hymns and songs from churches
around the world. Use The United Methodist Hymnal
and the Global Praise I songbook for resources.
Teach Bible stories about mission. Make sure children know such Bible passages as Matthew 25: 31-46
(the least of these); Matthew 28:18-20 (the Great
Commission); Isaiah 58:12 (the restorer of streets to live in);
and mission stories found in the Acts of the Apostles.
Confirmation Class
Use mission letters to teach about life issues for children in different parts of the world.
Distribute copies of the "For Children Only" or the
"Upfront With Youth" pages from Mission Means . Most
are self-guiding, with stories and exercises children can
do on their own.
Help children plan and carry out a service project.
They could organize a canned-goods drive or do a
needs survey for older members in the congregation.
Arrange a field trip to visit a mission project. There,
children can learn mission history and see how dedicated people are serving others. Or have a mission
speaker, especially a US-2 or mission intern, either in
person or by video or conference call.
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Choir
Prepare special music for a Mission Sunday. Learn mission hymns, such as "Here I Am, Lord," and use the
hymns as invitationals for making a commitment to
Christian living and mission giving. Also learn choruses and songs from the Global Praise book. This is an
ideal way to learn phrases in a variety of languages.
Vacation Bible School
Use the annual mission-study material developed for
children. Recent titles include Islands of the Rainbow, a
study on Indonesia, and A Call to Hope, a study on living as Christians in a violent society.
Discover how The United Methodist Church is at
work in a particular country or region. Encourage
youth and their families to subscribe to N ew World
Outlook and Response. These magazines are rich sources
of information, as are Mission Magazine videos and
the GBGM Web Page [http: I I gbgrn-umc.org] . Also use
the Children's Fund for Christian Mission packets. Each
set highlights six projects that minister to children.
Camping
Invite a mission speaker-a missionary, mission intern,
or mission volunteer-to be the missionary in residence. Use this as an opportunity to teach about the call
to serve as well as to educate about various church
projects. Study mission projects that address issues of
conservation (such as agricultural projects) and care of
the environment.
Bulletin Boards
Develop quarterly bulletin boards on missionaries. Get
copies of letters and photographs from missionaries
with covenant relationships in your district to help children learn how local congregations support mission
work. Also arrange displays spotlighting mission projects that minister to and with children.
Prayer Time
Encourage children to pray weekly for mission, both in
Sunday school and when they are at home. 0
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Tennessee Conference
Corrections Ministry
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by John H. Gebhart, retired Church and Community Worker,
Coordinator for the Tennessee Conference Corrections Ministry
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I was invited to host a group of
four deaconesses from India on
a tour of the Tennessee Prison
for Women. They were principals and teachers in girls'
schools in India and were also
interested in working with a
growing number of juvenile
and adult females in the jails
and federal prisons in their
own communities. We visited
the school in the prison and
also several work programs,
including a large clothing "factory." I was surprised at how readily the
deaconesses conversed with the inmates, in spite of some language difficulties, and how perceptive their questions were. They were amazed
at the living and working conditions, which we think are pretty bad,
but which are far better than what is provided in the prisons in India.
The chaplain at the newest Metro Nashville jail unit is a United
Methodist clergywoman who has worked in other capacities in the
sheriff's department. One of her volunteers, a United Methodist
woman, organized and led an inmate choir. Their first program in
December was Lessons and Carols. They presented it for inmate
groups and for staff and visitors. The chaplain invited me to the latter
program, and I was not only impressed but moved. The jail uniform is
a dark green jump suit and the director had made red cravats for the
choir. They had obviously worked hard on the readings and the music.
While it w as not the greatest four-part harmony, they more than made
up for any lack with enthusiasm and sincerity. I had been a little
depressed going into Advent, but that afternoon's experience turned
the season around for me.
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The United Methodist
Church in Mission
Easter in Jerusalem
by Brian Underhill, a Mission Intern working in the West Bank
with Wi'am Palestinian Conflict Resolution Center
Easter Sunday. Early in the morning, we gathered on top of the Mount
of Olives for the sunrise service marking the empty tomb. It was a
blessing to hear the message of Christ as the sun slowly rose over the
mountains of Jordan and brought to life the Dead Sea. On coming
down from the Mount of Olives, a few of us went to the Holy
Sepulcher-the site where Christ was crucified and rose again. Inside
the church, two Easter services-Catholic and Armenian-and a Greek
Orthodox Palm Sunday procession were going on simultaneously.
After lunch, I headed back to Bethlehem. When my bus reached
the outskirts, it came to a stop, letting most of us out. Bethlehem was
closed off to its own inhabitants so that Jewish people could pray at
Rachel's Tomb during Passover. My wonderful day was crushed. I,
among many Palestinians, had to walk into Bethlehem while buses
carrying Israelis were allowed to go freely.
Later that same
night, I had a dinner invitation that
included a short
worship
service
beforehand. I was
very thankful for
that. It was renewing. The priest said:
"God does not provide the solutions
but provides the An area in Hebron where Palestinian homes were bullmeans of dealing dozed by the Israelis.
with the problem."
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Where Experienced Missio~a~ies
{ Experience Renewal for M1ss1on

Martha Lund Smalley Sept . 13- 15 , 1999
How to Develop Church and Mission
Archives. Yale Divinity School archivist
helps missionaries and church leaders
identify and preserve essential records .
Mon . 2 :00 p.m .- Wed . 4 :00 p.m. $75
Samuel Escobar
Sept. 16- 18
Life and Letters of St. Paul. Dr. Escobar
applies the Apostle 's wisdom and experience to today ' s mission . Cosponsored by
American Baptist International Ministries.
Thurs . 9:30 a .m.- Sat. noon . $75
Gerald H . Anderson
Sept. 21 - 24
Mission at the Turn of the Century.
OMSC' s Director surveys major issues in
mission today . Cosponsored by Cooperative
Baptist Fellowship, Lutheran Church-Missouri
Synod , Mennonite Board of Missions , and
Mission Society for Uni ted Methodists.
Four morning sessions. $65
Pollock and Blomberg
Sept. 27- 0ct. 1
Nurturing and Educating Transcultural
Kids. David Pollock and Janet Blomberg ,
Interaction , help parents and mission leaders
plan for their children . Eight sessions . $95
Oct . 4- 8
David A. Kerr
Christianity/Islam: Missionary Religions
in Tension. Dr. Kerr , Edinburgh University, guides Christians toward a sensitive
presence among Muslims. Cosponsored by
F .M.M . Mission Resource Center, Presbyterian Church (USA) Worldwide Ministries ,
Reformed Church in America Mission
Services, and United Church Board for
World Ministries . Eight sessions. $95
Oct. 18- 22
J . Dudley Woodberry
Jesus and Paul in Dialogue with Muslims.
OMSC Senior Mission Scholar outlines
principles for inviting Muslims into the
Christian story . Cosponsored by Evangelicals for Middle East Understanding , First
Presbyterian Church (New Haven) , Maryknoll Mission Institute , and Moravian
Church World Mission . Eight sessions . $95
Andrew F. Walls
Oct. 25- 29
World Mission from the New Christian
Heartlands. Dr. Walls, Edinburgh University , examines the role of Third World
churches . Cosponsored by American Baptist
International Ministries , Latin America
Mission , and United Church Board for
World Ministries . Eight sessions . $95

Jean-Paul Wiest
Nov . 1- 5
Doing Oral History: Helping Christians Tell
Their Own Sto1·y. Maryknoll history researcher shares skill for documenting church
and mission history . Eight sessions . $95
Kenneth Cragg, Mitri Rabeb Nov . 4- 6
Middle Eastern Christians in the Islamic
Context. Outstanding Middle Eastern and
Western scholars provide leadership for this
annual conference , meeting this year in the
San Francisco area. Cosponsored by OMS .
Contact Evangelicals for Middle East
Understanding: sklav in@northpark .edu . or
call 773- 244-5786 . $60
Paul Marshall
Nov . 8- 12
Christians in the Context of Persecution .
Dr. Marshall , Freedom House , Washington ,
D.C. , leads toward effective concern for the
per ecuted church. Cosponsored by Samford
University Beeson Global Center , Southern
Baptist Woman 's Missionary Union , and
World Evangelical Fellowship . Eight
sess ion . $95
Peter Kuzmic
Nov . 15- 19
Christian Mission in the Social and
Spiritual Renewal of Eastern Europe. Dr.
Kuzmic, Evangelical Seminary, Osijek, Croatia,
and Gordon Conwell Seminary , offers guide1ines for We tern missionaries . Cosponsored
by OC International . Eight sessions. $95

CHILDREN'S
MISSION
STUDY
MATERIALS
make great church
and Bible school resources!
Activities, lesson plans, games,
and songs-to involve children
in mission!
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To order

We Are the Church!

s

(#281 O; $3.50)
and

Teacher's Guide to
We Are the Church!
(#2811 ; $5.95),

call SERVICE CENTER at
1-800-305-9857.
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Scott Moreau
Nov . 29- Dec. 3
Advancing Mission on the Information
Superhighway. In this workshop Dr. Moreau,
Wheaton College , expands your mission
communication horizons . Cosponsored by
lnterVarsity Missions. Eight session . $95
Miriam Adeney
Dec . 6- 10
Anthropological Tools for Christian Missions. Dr . Adeney , Regent College , British
Columbia, ap plies anthropological principles in cross-cultural mission . Cosponsored
by Christian Reformed World Mission .
Eight sess ions. $95
For funher information, contact

Overseas Ministries Study Center
490 Prospect St ., New Haven , CT 06511
{203) 624- 6672 Fax : (203) 865- 2857
study@OMSC.org www.OMSC.org
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Aguide for the new millennium!
The 1999-2000 Spiritual Growth Study
The Bible:
The Book that Bridges the Millennia
Part 2: Interpretation & Authority
(#2812; $4.50)
by Maxine Clarke Beach
Study Guide by Toby Gould
Use this challenging study book to understand
how Christians of other ages understood the
Bible. Even more importantly, use it to apply the
Scripture to understanding our own life and
world.
To order, call the Service Center at the toll-free
number: 1-800-305-9857.
Maxine Clarke Beach
Study &uode b!I Toby &ould

NEW VIDEO!
God's Transforming Mission: The 21st Century
(20 minutes: #2793; $19.95)
A new video to complement the MISSION IN THE 21 ST CENTURY study theme and
NEW WINESKINS basic study book, presenting views of scholars and activists.
See and hear Mercy Odyuye, Wesley Ariarajah, Nelson Mandela, and Andrew Walls
to understand the new course mission work is taking.
Globalization's impact and reconciliation are two major themes-current activities
of Christians and churches are highlighted!
A General Board of Global Ministries video, with study guide by Glory E. Dharmaraj, Ph.D.

Order from Service Center, at 1-800-305-9857.
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